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The Internet of Things is expected to have a profound effect on human life. Ev-
eryday things get connected with each other and data analysis systems to make
acquisition and development of new types of knowledge and services possible.
Machine to machine communication is a prominent part of this vision. Inter-
operability, manageability, and security are key focus areas for its success and
sustainability.

This thesis studies a newly finalized standard contributing to these goals, the
Lightweight Machine-to-Machine Protocol from the Open Mobile Alliance, with
focus on its status and readiness for practical deployability. As part of the thesis
work, support for managing devices implementing this standard is implemented
to an existing device management system.

The studied protocol, specification, and implementations are found to be mature
and ready for deployment today, with appropriate precautions. Identifying and
satisfying needs for connectivity between devices and servers should be a primary
concern. Early deployment implementations should be ensured to be on the level
of the final published standard for current and future interoperability, and to be
prepared to communicate with implementations deviating from the final approved
version of the standard.

The thesis integration implementation meets and exceeds its practical goals. Ex-
perience obtained from work on it highlight areas in the standard that could be
improved to facilitate more efficient and future proof implementations. These
include device level operations and decreasing dependency on information in the
centralized resource registry.
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Esineiden internetillä odotetaan olevan perustavanlaatuisia vaikutuksia ihmisten
elämään. Jokapäiväiset esineet muodostavat yhteyksiä sekä keskenään että tie-
tojen analysointijärjestelmiin, mahdollistaen uudenlaisen tiedon ja palveluiden
jalostamisen ja kehittämisen. Laitteidenväliset yhteydet ovat merkittävä osa tätä
tulevaisuudennäkymää. Yhteentoimivuus, hallittavuus ja tietoturva ovat avaina-
semassa sen menestyksessä ja pitkäjänteisyydessä.

Tämä työ tutkii näiden tavoitteiden saavuttamista edistävää Open Mobile Al-
liancen vastikään viimeistelemää ja julkaisemaa Lightweight Machine-to-Machine
Protocol -standardia, keskittyen sen käytännön käyttöönottoon liittyvään tilaan
ja valmiuteen. Tuki tämän standardin toteuttavien laitteiden hallitsemiseksi to-
teutetaan osana työtä olemassaolevaan laitehallintajärjestelmään.

Tutkitut protokolla, määrittely ja toteutukset ovat tutkimuksen perusteella val-
miita käyttöönotettaviksi varotoimenpitein. Laitteiden ja palvelinten välisten yh-
teyksien vaatimusten määritteleminen ja täyttäminen tulisi olla keskeinen asia
käyttöönotoissa. Aikaisin käyttöönotettavien toteutusten tulee olla yhteensopi-
via standardin lopullisen version kanssa. Samalla niiden pitäisi kuitenkin tukea
myös aikaisempia, lopullisesta standardista poikkeavia toteutuksia.

Työn integrointitoteutus saavuttaa ja ylittää sille asetetut käytännön tavoitteet.
Sen toteutusaikaiset kokemukset osoittavat standardin osia, joiden parantaminen
mahdollistaisi tehokkaammat ja tulevaisuudenkestävämmät toteutukset. Näihin
kuuluvat laitetason operaatiot ja riippuvuuksien vähentäminen keskitetyn resurs-
sirekisterin sisältämiin tietoihin.
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Kieli: Englanti
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) landscape is forming and spreading rapidly. It
is expected to have a profound effect on human life as everyday things get
connected with both each other, and powerful data analysis and enrichment
systems, enabling all new types of knowledge and emerging services. In doing
this, it also places unprecedented demands, on the supporting network and
technology infrastructure.

While the basic building blocks of the IoT infrastructure do exist and are
maturing, device management and security are areas that are widely recog-
nized as prominent areas in need for research and development. Technologies
such as Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) (Bormann et al., 2015) and
Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS) (Rescorla and Modadugu, 2015)
serve as enablers, but higher level standardization and implementations are
needed for practical secure management, provisioning, and bootstrapping of
IoT devices.

The Lightweight Machine to Machine (LwM2M) specification from Open
Mobile Alliance1 (OMA) is an emerging standard based on CoAP and DTLS.
Its primary purpose is device management. It also contains provisions for
application and service data transfer. (Open Mobile Alliance, 2017)

Device Management (DM) is a proven concept, which has been in produc-
tion use for mobile and other devices already for over a decade. A prominent
producer of device management enablers is the Open Mobile Alliance Device
Management working group, formed in 2002. Traditional DM specifications
such as the Open Mobile Alliance Device Management Protocol (OMA DM)
and the Customer-Premises Equipment Wide Area Network Management
Protocol (CWMP) share similar objectives for mobile and network devices
as is required for IoT devices of this era, but are not suitable for use with

1http://www.openmobilealliance.org/

1
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

them as is due to scale and other considerations. However, their operation
model is similar, and thus there is interest in the industry to use and enhance
existing DM investments and implementations to cover IoT devices.

1.1 Objectives

The research objective of this thesis is to assess the state and maturity of
LwM2M, and its readiness and challenges related to practical production
deployment. The research questions are:

• What are the status and challenges related to LwM2M deployability
today?

• Does LwM2M integrate with today’s existing DM solutions?

A number of prominent open source LwM2M implementations are studied
and used during the thesis work to gain insight on the LwM2M protocol, its
current status, as well as the status of the implementations.

As part of the thesis work, LwM2M device management is integrated to
an existing commercial DM system. The integration provides the existing
DM system with groundwork for managing LwM2M compatible devices, ex-
tending its abilities as a multiprotocol DM system. Specifically, the goal for
the integration is to provide the following functionalities for the existing DM
system and its administration user interface:

• IG1: Bringing LwM2M devices into the existing DM system’s device
inventory, and presenting them in its user interface

• IG2: Monitoring LwM2M devices; querying and presenting their status
and properties

• IG3: Executing device management actions such as rebooting on LwM2M
devices

• IG4: Bootstrapping LwM2M devices

1.2 Structure of the thesis

Chapter 2 presents background on the ecosystem on which the thesis work
builds on. An overview to IoT standardization and device management is
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provided, and the LwM2M protocol is presented in more detail. Chapter 3
describes the thesis work environment and software components.

In chapter 4, results on integrating LwM2M support to an existing, pro-
duction level device management system are presented.

Chapter 5 discusses lessons learned and thoughts on the LwM2M proto-
col and its status and readiness, as well as integration and implementation
experience obtained during the thesis work. Finally, chapter 6 concludes the
thesis.



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter presents background information on the ecosystem the thesis
work builds on. First, the state of today’s IoT and Machine-to-Machine
(M2M) standards development is briefly presented, along with and a set of
well known organizations taking part in it. The second part presents an
overview for device management, prominent existing technologies available
and in production use for it, and considerations about their applicability in
IoT environments. Finally, the LwM2M standard is discussed in more detail.

2.1 IoT and M2M standardization

Wu et al. (2010) present a widely accepted general architecture for IoT.
They derive a five layer model from the traditional three layer architecture
consisting of perception, network, and application layers by adding processing
and business layers, as visualized in figure 2.1.

Ubiquitous technologies and standards for the perception and network
layers already exist, in form of for example Radio Frequency Identification
(RFID) and Global Positioning System (GPS) for sensors in the perception
layer, and Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, ZigBee, and IPv6 for the network layer. The
scope of this thesis work is on higher level of the architectural stack of IoT, on
the application layer of the original three layer architecture, or the processing
and application layers of the derived five layer architecture by Wu et al.
(2010), see figure 2.1. Standardization on these levels of the architecture is
taking place, but is not yet as refined and complete as in the two lower layers.

Well known standards defining organizations for communication proto-
cols in the scope of this thesis work include the Internet Engineering Task
Force1 (IETF), and the Organization for the Advancement of Structured In-

1https://www.ietf.org/
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Figure 2.1: Three and five level IoT architectures, and thesis scope (adapted
from Wu et al. (2010))

formation Standards2 (OASIS). Examples of these protocols include CoAP,
a central building block in enabling today’s constrained devices with Repre-
sentational State Transfer (REST) Application Programming Interface (API)
capabilities, and Message Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT) from OASIS,
a messaging system with a subscriber/publisher architecture developed ear-
lier.

In recent years, with lower level building blocks in place, standards devel-
opment in the application layer has turned towards system level architectural
standardization. Prominent organizations operating in this domain include
European Telecommunications Standards Institute3 (ETSI), oneM2M4, and
OMA.

In 2009, M2M standards development had focused mostly on transport
level functionality, but the wealth of emerging applications and services and
increase in M2M transaction volumes had reached a level where the need
for common system level architecture had become apparent. The ETSI
M2M technical committee was formed in 2009 as a response to requests from
telecom operators, and tasked to develop standards to satisfy these needs.
(Hersent et al., 2012)

2https://www.oasis-open.org/
3http://www.etsi.org/
4http://www.onem2m.org/

https://www.oasis-open.org/
http://www.etsi.org/
http://www.onem2m.org/
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In order to respond to M2M and IoT standardization demands on global
scale, ETSI and six other prominent standards defining organizations formed
the oneM2M global initiative in 2012. It is a partnership project whose objec-
tive is to minimize fragmentation of M2M standards through standardizing
an interoperable, globally applicable M2M service platform. In addition to
joint standards development, it adopts standards developed by partner orga-
nizations such as OMA and The Broadband Forum5 (BBF). (Swetina et al.,
2014)

The Internet Protocol for Smart Objects (IPSO) Alliance6 was formed
in 2008 to facilitate and promote the use of standard internet technologies
for connecting IoT devices. The IPSO Alliance produces a common object
model for high level interoperability in the ecosystem of smart object devices,
related applications, and other devices and services (Jimenez et al., 2016).
These definitions are used in for example in LwM2M.

2.2 Device management

Device management is a key area in IoT development, interoperability, and
sustainable success (Gazis et al., 2015; Robles et al., 2016; Sheng et al.,
2015; Datta and Bonnet, 2015). The numbers of connected devices will be
unprecedented, thus placing unprecedented demands for systems managing
them. As the number of transistors in integrated circuits continues to grow
per Moore’s Law, this process can be expected to continue and accelerate.
Devices continue to gain more capabilities while retaining their physical size.
Similarly, devices smaller than before can be introduced with capabilities
that justify their inclusion with the IoT ecosystem, while decreasing their
unit costs (Kovatsch et al., 2014).

2.2.1 CWMP

CWMP is a device management protocol from BBF. It is designed for au-
tomatic, secure configuration and management, monitoring, and diagnostics
of network equipment located in end user or end user organization premises.
The device to be managed communicates with an auto-configuration server,
which carries out management, provisioning, and update tasks according to
specified criteria. Connection initiation in CWMP is bidirectional, allowing
either the managed device or the auto-configuration server to establish a con-
nection to the other partner, avoiding the need to keep a persistent network

5https://www.broadband-forum.org/
6https://www.ipso-alliance.org/

https://www.broadband-forum.org/
https://www.ipso-alliance.org/
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connection alive. CWMP is a protocol based on Simple Object Access Proto-
col (SOAP), using HTTPS as the binding, thus implying the use of Transport
Layer Security (TLS) secured Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) trans-
port. The first version of the CWMP specification was published in 2004.
(Blackford and Digdon, 2013)

The bidirectionality allows possibilities for more optimal access patterns
than polling for information from either side. While relatively lightweight in
computing resources, the class of devices targeted by the CWMP specifica-
tion – such as network routers and residential gateways – is considerably more
powerful than what is meant by the term constrained device today. Com-
paratively, they have more random access memory (RAM), more processing
power, consistent and fast network connectivity, and practically unlimited
availability of power without the need to use batteries or be to make energy
consumption a primary consideration. The availability of these resources
makes the choice of SOAP over HTTPS a good fit for the designed environ-
ment. SOAP and HTTPS are well understood, widely used firewall friendly
protocols with excellent tooling available. But in environments such as IoT,
consistent, availability of the resources that their use necessitates cannot be
assumed. Thus CWMP is not an optimal protocol for use in such scenarios.
Additionally, the typical number of managed devices present in the environ-
ment targeted by CWMP is much lower than what is understood by IoT
environments. Therefore, the scalability considerations and requirements of
the design of CWMP are quite different as well.

2.2.2 OMA DM

OMA DM is a device management protocol from the Open Mobile Alliance.
Its primary target class of devices is cellular smart phones, tablets and
PDA’s. Versions 1.x of the protocol build on top of Synchronization Markup
Language (SyncML), an Extensible Markup Language (XML) standard for
synchronization of data, with transports implemented over HTTP, Wireless
Session Protocol (WSP), or Object Exchange (OBEX). Version 2.0 of the
protocol, finalized in 2016, redefines the protocol to be a RESTful one, with
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) payloads transmitted over HTTP. (Open
Mobile Alliance, 2016)

With regards to applicability for managing today’s constrained IoT de-
vices, similar considerations as with SOAP for CWMP apply for OMA DM
1.x versions. An XML based protocol over the specified available transports
is not applicable to all IoT deployment scenarios due to requirements such an
architecture places on computing and networking resources. The introduc-
tion of RESTfulness and lighter weight payloads in version 2.0 of the protocol
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brings it closer to the realm of M2M devices, however considerations related
to the networking requirements remain. The management object model of
OMA DM is compatible between all versions of the protocol, but low powered
IoT devices would benefit from a more compact representation of it.

2.2.3 LwM2M

LwM2M is a protocol specified by OMA for management and application
data exchange of constrained devices. The following chapter discusses it in
detail.

2.3 LwM2M

LwM2M is a protocol specified by OMA for management and application data
exchange of devices, whose typical characteristics include low computational
power, limited energy resources, and limited network connectivity in terms
of both bandwidth and availability. It is adopted as a device management
standard in oneM2M (Putera and Lin, 2015; Chang and Lin, 2016).

These device limitations make efficiency considerations important on client
implementations. LwM2M is based on CoAP, whose performance and power
consumption characteristics have been extensively studied by the research
community during the past few years. Villaverde et al. (2012) review state of
the art in CoAP research, finding CoAP suitable for low power operation due
to its low overhead, and applicable for low delay and reliable communication
using User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and additional reliability mechanisms.

While UDP is beneficial in allowing communication between partners
without persistent network connections, thus enabling exchange patterns
useful for constrained devices, its use today faces a number of challenges.
Existing network infrastructure such as firewalls and enterprise deployments
involving Network Address Translation (NAT) may not have UDP friendly
configurations available that would enable CoAP to operate well enough to
be practical for robust IoT use. In addition to enterprise environments,
residential gateways are a class of devices particularly well known to have
suboptimal characteristics with respect to UDP traffic, for example, because
of tendency of relatively short NAT timeouts. Lack of sophisticated conges-
tion control is another hindrance from which IoT deployments may suffer.
(Bormann et al., 2017; Silverajan and Ocak, 2016)

Rao et al. (2015) propose an LwM2M client architecture and framework
for resource constrained devices running the open source Contiki operating
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system7. They find that addition of LwM2M functionality according to their
design on top of a base IoT protocol stack consisting of CoAP with DTLS and
UDP increases its memory footprint by 6 percent in flash and 9 percent in
RAM. Thus, implementing LwM2M on the target class of devices is concluded
to be feasible.

Arkko et al. (2011) discuss experiences obtained, open questions raised,
and challenges met when implementing CoAP on a range of very resource
constrained devices. They note appropriate support for sleep modes, suitable
communication models, and effortlessness of configuration and management
as keys in achieving minimization of costs and management effort, and max-
imizing battery lifetime.

Because of the recentness of the finalization of the LwM2M specification,
the range of devices supporting it is only starting to grow. To get LwM2M
implementations start producing returns for investments in them as soon
as possible, it is beneficial if those implementations can be used to manage
other, non-LwM2M compatible devices. An LwM2M gateway can bring such
devices under LwM2M device management. The gateway can present itself
as a collection of LwM2M Clients for devices behind it towards LwM2M
servers. (Chang and Lin, 2016)

Datta and Bonnet (2015) present an M2M management framework in
oneM2M architecture. LwM2M is used for service enablement, and the
framework contains other considerations and technology choices aligning with
the LwM2M ones. It exposes device management tasks as REST web ser-
vices, and provides for inclusion of legacy devices in addition to IoT ones
within its scope of device management.

Putera and Lin (2015) explore the integration of LwM2M in the ETSI
and oneM2M standard IoT architectures. The authors highlight that even
though LwM2M is embraced in them, there is lack of specificity in integra-
tion details for areas such as parameters mapping and management object
creation in the standards. Their proposed architecture addresses these issues
and enables oneM2M IoT/M2M platforms to represent LwM2M devices and
manage them.

The communication model of LwM2M essentially enables a server to
manage clients individually. Robles et al. (2016) present their work on an
LwM2M group management extension facilitating a one to many communi-
cation model. They implement an LwM2M proxy which collects informa-
tion obtained from several clients, and provides them in aggregated form to
LwM2M servers. Their approach avoids messaging load on LwM2M servers,
thus making them less susceptible for becoming bottlenecks in an LwM2M

7http://www.contiki-os.org/

http://www.contiki-os.org/
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architecture consisting of large numbers of devices, and to increase feasi-
bility of deploying battery powered LwM2M servers as well as ones having
constrained network connectivity.

2.3.1 Components

LwM2M is a client-server architecture. LwM2M clients are the IoT devices to
be managed and accessed, and LwM2M servers are the software components
whose responsibilities include management of the devices, and aggregating
their data. The LwM2M specification additionally subdivides the LwM2M
server role to enable deployment of a separate server entity whose respon-
sibility is handling functionality related to bootstrapping LwM2M clients.
Figure 2.2 shows the overall architecture of LwM2M as visualized by Open
Mobile Alliance (2017).

For consistency with the LwM2M specification, the rest of this chapter
refers to these actor categories as LwM2M Client, LwM2M Bootstrap Server,
and LwM2M Server. When a topic is applicable to both roles of LwM2M
servers, they are referred to as LwM2M server (without capitalization).

2.3.2 Resource model

LwM2M specifies a simple and efficient model for describing and grouping
resources available on clients. All units of information available on LwM2M
Clients are exposed as resources. Resources are defined as properties of
objects, and specified in objects’ definitions. An object serves as a container
entity grouping a number of related resources. However, the model does not
make resources available directly in objects. Instead, objects are instantiated,
and each resource is a property of its parent object instance.

The model thus forms a three level hierarchy, as shown in figure 2.3.
Within clients, objects (O) are the top level entities. Below each object
exists one or more instances (I) of that particular object type. Multiplicity
of objects’ instances is defined by the objects’ specifications; for some objects,
only one instance is permitted, while others may be instantiated arbitrarily
many times, and LwM2M Clients may place and communicate device specific
restrictions on the number of instances supported for an object. Finally,
resources (R) are then grouped within their parent object instances.

The hierarchy is mapped directly to the path of a CoAP Uniform Resource
Locator (URL) that provides access to the object, instance, and resource:
/O/I/R. An object level URL contains only the /O part of this URL. Similarly,
an object instance level URL contains the /O/I part of it, and the full /O/I/R
URL is one for a specific resource on an object instance.
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Figure 2.2: LwM2M overall architecture (Open Mobile Alliance, 2017)

2.3.3 Interfaces

Four interfaces are defined between the software components of the LwM2M
architecture:

• Bootstrap

• Client registration

• Device management and service enablement

• Information reporting
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Figure 2.3: LwM2M resource model entity containment

The purpose of the bootstrap interface is to facilitate exchange of in-
formation necessary for an LwM2M Client to establish connections to the
LwM2M servers managing it. This information includes network addressing
and credentials for the designated servers.

The LwM2M specification defines four bootstrap modes and the process,
order, and conditions on which to invoke each of them: factory bootstrap,
bootstrap from smart card, and client and server initiated bootstrap.

In factory bootstrap mode, an LwM2M Client uses bootstrap information
stored in it before its deployment. Typically, the information for this mode
of bootstrapping is configured at device manufacturing or post-production
time, and its nature is relatively static.

When bootstrapping from a smart card, the bootstrap information is
stored on a smart card device. Having a smart card device separate from
the device manufacturing process enables greater flexibility to it compared
to the factory bootstrap mode; the factory producing the devices does not
need to be shared any server access information. The smart card can be
provided by another party, and smart cards can be replaced on devices.
However, replacing a smart card typically requires physical access to the
device, which is an inappropriate requirement for various large scale IoT
device deployments due to incurred time and monetary costs.

The client and server initiated bootstrap modes address this issue. In the
server initiated bootstrap mode, an LwM2M Bootstrap Server gets notified
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about an LwM2M Client appearing in its network, and pushes bootstrap
information to it. The mechanism with which an LwM2M Bootstrap Server
becomes aware of existence of new LwM2M Clients in need of bootstrap
information is not defined by the LwM2M specification. In order to success-
fully establish the secure connection required for server initiated bootstrap,
the bootstrap server must have account details configured on the device.
No other information is necessary, as other details can be provided by the
bootstrap server driving the server initiated bootstrap sequence. This infor-
mation can be preloaded on the device in the factory, on a smart card, or
it can persist from an earlier successful bootstrap sequence or configuration
by an LwM2M Server. LwM2M Clients are required to listen to server ini-
tiated bootstrap sequences if prior attempts at bootstrapping have not been
resulted in configuration that would allow them to register with an LwM2M
Server.

When an LwM2M Client has no other bootstrap information available,
or prior bootstrap modes have failed to provide a configuration with which
the device could register to an LwM2M Server, the client performs client
initiated bootstrap. In this mode, the client contacts and queries an LwM2M
Bootstrap Server to obtain information on LwM2M Servers to register with.
A prerequisite for this mode is on-device information required to contact
the initial LwM2M Bootstrap Server. Like in server initiated bootstrap,
this information can be preloaded on the device on factory or on a smart
card, or it may have been configured on it through prior successfully invoked
bootstrap sequences.

The client and server initiated bootstrap modes improve the level of flex-
ibility in the device deployment process compared to the factory and smart
card bootstrap modes. They provide the possibility to configure most of the
bootstrap information on the bootstrap server participating with the boot-
strap sequence, both on the initial bootstrap attempt, as well as any ones
that may occur later. Only the information required for the client and boot-
strap server to establish connection with each other must be preprovisioned
on them.

The client registration interface includes functionalities for informing an
LwM2M Server about an LwM2M Client’s existence. It also provides in-
formation for the server for contacting the client, and general availability of
objects and resources on the client. A client registers to one or more LwM2M
Servers by sending a register request. The request occurs on a secure chan-
nel established using the access information and credentials obtained from
the client’s bootstrap process. As part of the registration procedure, the
client sends a list of objects and object instances it has available at time of
registration. The server can use this information when determining which
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monitoring and management functionalities on the client it may invoke on
it. After initial registration, clients perform periodical or server requested
registration update operations on the server. The update request notifies
a server that a client is still present, and provides a way for the client to
convey information about possibly added or removed objects and object in-
stances on it after its initial registration. This list of objects and instances
follows the same format as the initial registration. Finally, when a client
determines that it no longer needs to be associated with an LwM2M Server,
it sends a deregistration request to it. The reason for deregistration can be,
for example, factory reset or the device being taken out of service.

The device management and service enablement interface enables an
LwM2M Server to access object instances and resources on an LwM2M
Client: reading and writing values, discovery of features and attributes of re-
sources available on the client, executing actions, and creating and removing
object instances. These operations may occur after a device has successfully
registered with an LwM2M Server. The read operation can be targeted to
an object, object instance, or resource level. It returns information about
the availability and values of targeted resources available on the client. If
the read targets an object level path on the client, information about the
instances of the object the client has available is returned as well as the re-
source information. The discover operation requests detailed metadata about
objects, object instances, and resources available on a client. The informa-
tion returned by the client includes information about possible limitations
it may have on the number of object instances for multiply instantiable ob-
jects, as well as for ranges for the values of resources. The write operation
changes the value of a resource on a client, such as changing a configurable
timeout or threshold value. The execute operation invokes an action on ap-
plicable resources, such as device reboot or factory reset. The create and
delete operations instantiate and remove instances of an object on a client.

The information reporting interface provides means for servers to con-
tinuously receive information as a stream of events occurring on clients. A
server may invoke the observe operation on an object, object instance, or
resource level it wants to receive updates on, without having to resort to
polling their values. Upon receiving an observe request for an applicable
object, instance, or resource, the client is set up to send notify operations to
the observing server whenever values enclosed in those targets change. The
frequency of the notifications can be configured using the write-attributes
operation for the observation target. These attributes include minimum and
maximum periods of time, minimum and maximum value thresholds, and
the rate of change in their values. The attributes must be within client sup-
ported ranges which servers can obtain by using the discover operation. A
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server can use the cancel observation operation to cause the client to stop
sending notifications for a target previously set up for observation.

2.3.4 Object and resource registry

Assigned object and resource identifiers are registered in the centralized,
global LwM2M object and resource registry8 maintained by the Open Mo-
bile Naming Authority (OMNA). The registry contains metadata about the
objects and resources, including their human readable names, supported op-
erations, and multiplicity. An implication of the placement of resource oper-
ations in the registry instead of link parameters in registration and discovery
interfaces is that implementors of the device management and service enable-
ment and information reporting information reporting LwM2M interfaces on
the server must have information from the registry embedded within them,
or imported via some means, in order to be able to use the objects and re-
sources in manner appropriate to them in terms of multiplicity and applicable
operations.

Object identifiers are divided in three classes in the registry: ones pro-
duced by OMA (oma in the class Uniform Resource Name (URN)), other
standards development organizations (ext in URN), and vendors (x in URN).
A fourth class is reserved for future use.

Objects produced by OMA include the ones in the LwM2M specifications,
as well as other ones produced by OMA working groups. The third party
standards development organization class includes definitions from organi-
zations such as oneM2M and the IPSO Alliance. The vendor class includes
registrations from vendors and individuals, and is divided into two ranges:
one for identifiers to be registered with the registry, and another for private
non-registered use.

The objects defined with the LwM2M 1.0 specification are:

• LwM2M Security: multiple-instance, mandatory. Contains informa-
tion required to access LwM2M Servers and Bootstrap Servers, such as
Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI) and credentials.

• LwM2M Server: multiple-instance, mandatory. Contains non-security
data related to LwM2M servers, such as the binding mode, and default
values for timeouts and periods.

• Access Control: multiple-instance, optional. Contains information on
operations an LwM2M server has rights to invoke on the Client.

8http://www.openmobilealliance.org/wp/OMNA/LwM2M/LwM2MRegistry.
html

http://www.openmobilealliance.org/wp/OMNA/LwM2M/LwM2MRegistry.html
http://www.openmobilealliance.org/wp/OMNA/LwM2M/LwM2MRegistry.html
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• Device: single-instance, mandatory. Contains general information about
the client device.

• Connectivity Monitoring: single-instance, optional. Contains informa-
tion related to the client’s network connectivity and its monitoring.

• Firmware Update: single-instance, optional. Contains firmware install,
update, and post-update support operations.

• Location: single-instance, optional. Contains information about the
client’s geographical location, altitude, and movement at a point of
time.

• Connectivity Statistics: single-instance, optional. Contains support for
collecting and conveying statistical information of the client’s network
connectivity.

Implementations for objects registered as optional are not required. If an
LwM2M Client does not implement an optional object, data for that object is
not present in the list of objects the client presents at registration or update
time, or its results to read or discover operations.

Examples of objects defined by third party organizations in the registry
include digital input and output objects, and sensors for illuminance, pres-
ence, temperature, humidity from IPSO, and objects defined for interoper-
ability with oneM2M’s Communication Management and Delivery Handling
(CMDH) definitions.

The demonstration implementation of an IP camera by Chang and Lin
(2016) is an example of vendor specified objects. The authors define four
objects containing resources and operations for commonly used functionality
of such devices. Their report presents the classes of information to be de-
fined for these devices in high level groups of camera control, FTP and email
functionality, alarm functionality, and present position preset related func-
tionality. These classes are mapped to four corresponding private LwM2M
object definitions using the device specification templates from OMA. No
information is available on the specific contents of the object definitions, but
it is likely that some of the resources in them could use reusable resources
specified in the LwM2M registry. For example, alarm functionality could
reuse the Event Identifier (id 5823) and Critical Level (id 5826) resources.
Similarly, the X Value (id 5702), Y value (id 5703), and Z Value (id 5704)
reusable resource definitions could apply to the position presets.

OMA provides an online LwM2M object editor9 that can be used to
inspect contents of the registry, to import and export definitions, to create

9http://devtoolkit.openmobilealliance.org/OEditor/

http://devtoolkit.openmobilealliance.org/OEditor/
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new object and resource definitions, and to register modifications created in
the editor with the official OMNA registry. The registry is also made available
as machine readable XML data definition files (DDF), which are specified in
an XML schema10. A top level XML file11 contains names and descriptions
for registered objects, as well as links to the DDF files for registered objects.
Reusable resource definitions are available in a separate DDF file12.

2.3.5 Object versioning

To enable evolution of object and resource definitions within them, LwM2M
provides an object versioning mechanism. By attaching version number la-
bels to object URI’s contained in their object link lists, LwM2M Clients can
convey the version of an object’s definition they implement to an LwM2M
server.

Object versioning is a way to keep registered object identifiers stable. No
new object identifiers are needed when a definition of an object changes. In-
stead, the object can keep its identifier, but also be free from being locked
to a particular definition. Possible errors in the definition can be corrected
this way, with minimal disruptions to interoperability. By supporting object
versioning, LwM2M implementations can also prepare for possible future in-
compatibilities. If an object is referred to them using an unsupported version,
they have an opportunity to invoke countermeasures or special functionality
such as alerting or logging.

Object versioning and definition evolution is available for objects defined
outside of an LwM2M specification. Objects defined within LwM2M speci-
fications are tightly bound with the version of the specification they appear
in, and do not use the versioning mechanism to evolve except as in synchro-
nization with the specification and its version.

Versions are specified using identifiers consisting of major and minor ver-
sion digits separated with a dot. Changes in object definitions that are
not backwards compatible cause their major version to be increased, and
backwards compatible changes have the same effect on the minor version.
Backwards incompatible changes are such, that implementations implement-
ing and assuming a previous version of the object’s definition are no longer
able to process it correctly according to the object definition with which the
major version of the definition was increased.

During LwM2M protocol exchanges, the version of an object definition in
use is transferred in object link URI’s using the ver attribute. New object

10http://www.openmobilealliance.org/tech/profiles/LWM2M.xsd
11http://www.openmobilealliance.org/wp/OMNA/LwM2M/DDF.xml
12http://www.openmobilealliance.org/wp/OMNA/LwM2M/Common.xml

http://www.openmobilealliance.org/tech/profiles/LWM2M.xsd
http://www.openmobilealliance.org/wp/OMNA/LwM2M/DDF.xml
http://www.openmobilealliance.org/wp/OMNA/LwM2M/Common.xml
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definitions are also registered in the LwM2M object and resource registry,
with the version identifier in their URN.

2.3.6 Security

The primary security mechanism for LwM2M is DTLS. Authentication of
communicating parties must be mutual and precede exchange of information,
and data communication must be encrypted and integrity protected. Further,
it is required to use different credentials between client to LwM2M Bootstrap
Server and client to LwM2M Server communications.

To support this, LwM2M specifies three types of credentials: pre-shared
secrets, raw public keys, and X.509 certificates.

Pre-shared secrets are the simplest of these credentials in terms of use. In
this mode, the LwM2M Client and server share a predefined secret, typically a
series of random bytes, or a passphrase. Both communication parties use the
same secret for securing their communications in symmetric fashion. Support
for pre-shared secrets is mandatory in LwM2M when using DTLS.

Raw public key mode uses asymmetric public key cryptography. Clients
and servers use their own key pairs to for encryption and decryption of data,
do that data destined to the other party in communication is encrypted
and/or signed using the other’s public key, and the receiving party decrypts
and/or validates it using its corresponding private key of the same key pair.
Support for raw public key credentials is optional in LwM2M.

X.509 is the most flexible and featureful of the supported credential modes
in LwM2M. It uses similar public key cryptography as the raw public key
mode, but enhances it by additional provisioning and deployment features.
Communication parties do not need to trust each other explicitly beforehand.
They will instead trust certificates issued by a certification authority (CA).
Certificates and private keys for LwM2M server connections can be deployed
on clients either with the bootstrapping procedure from an LwM2M Boot-
strap Server, or by using Enrollment over Secure Transport (EST) over CoAP
(Kumar and van der Stok, 2016). In EST mode, clients generate their private
and public key pair locally instead of having them generated and transferred
to from elsewhere, and enroll with an EST server to receive corresponding
certificates for them. Support for X.509 certificate credentials is optional in
LwM2M.

In addition to the DTLS secured modes, LwM2M specifies a “NoSec”
mode. This mode offers no security, and its use is intended for scenarios
where lower level security mechanisms are in place.
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2.3.7 Other features

In addition to the LwM2M features presented earlier in this chapter, the
specification includes a number of other features that are not at the focal
point of the thesis work. These include, but are not limited to, queue mode
operation and Short Message Service (SMS) transport.

Queue mode specifies operation under controlled disconnections between
clients and servers. It provides opportunities for power saving through de-
creased networking requirements and possibilities for sleep schedules as ap-
propriate for the client’s tasks and purpose.

With the SMS binding for CoAP, LwM2M servers and clients can com-
municate through the cellular network as an alternative to the usual internet
and UDP based connectivity. In addition to general CoAP message trans-
port, SMS can be used by LwM2M Servers to trigger LwM2M Clients to
register through UDP.
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Environment

This chapter presents the runtime and development environment used during
the thesis work, and software components with a major role in it.

3.1 Open source implementations

The public open source LwM2M implementations used during the thesis work
are (contributor and committer numbers as of May 2, 2017):

• Eclipse Leshan1

LwM2M components: Bootstrap Server, Server, Client
License: Eclipse Public License 1.0
Implementation language: Java
Origin: 2013 Sierra Wireless2, 2014- Eclipse Foundation3, GitHub4

API availability: Java, REST
Contributors: 22 (9 with 5+ commits)
Commits: 616
Community: GitHub, mailing list
CoAP support: Eclipse Californium5

DTLS support: Eclipse Californium (Scandium subproject)

• Eclipse Wakaama6

LwM2M components: Bootstrap Server, Server, Client

1https://www.eclipse.org/leshan/
2https://www.sierrawireless.com/
3https://www.eclipse.org/
4https://github.com/
5https://www.eclipse.org/californium/
6https://www.eclipse.org/wakaama/

20

https://www.eclipse.org/leshan/
https://www.sierrawireless.com/
https://www.eclipse.org/
https://github.com/
https://www.eclipse.org/californium/
https://www.eclipse.org/wakaama/
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License: Eclipse Public License 1.0
Implementation language: C
Origin: 2013 Intel Corporation7, Sierra Wireless, 2014- Eclipse Foun-
dation, GitHub
API availability: C
Contributors8: 22 (11 with 5+ commits)
Commits: 865
Community: GitHub, mailing list
CoAP support: Erbium9

DTLS support: Eclipse tinydtls10

• Awa LightweightM2M11

LwM2M components: Bootstrap Server, Server, Client
License: BSD 3-clause Revised License
Implementation language: C
Origin: Imagination Technologies Ltd.12, 2015- GitHub
API availability: C, Python (work in progress)
Contributors: 21 (10 with 5+ commits)
Commits: 1044
Community: GitHub
CoAP support: libcoap13, Erbium
DTLS support: CyaSSL14, GnuTLS15, Eclipse tinydtls, mbed TLS16

• AVSystem Anjay17

LwM2M components: Client
License: Apache License 2.0
Implementation language: C
Origin: AVSystem18, 2017- GitHub
API availability: C
Contributors: 5 (1 with 5+ commits)
Commits: 24

7https://www.intel.com/
8Wakaama contributor and commit numbers include liblwm2m ones
9http://people.inf.ethz.ch/mkovatsc/erbium.php

10https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/iot.tinydtls
11https://github.com/FlowM2M/AwaLWM2M
12https://www.imgtec.com/
13https://libcoap.net/
14https://www.wolfssl.com/
15https://www.gnutls.org/
16https://tls.mbed.org/
17https://www.avsystem.com/products/anjay/
18https://www.avsystem.com/

https://www.intel.com/
http://people.inf.ethz.ch/mkovatsc/erbium.php
https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/iot.tinydtls
https://github.com/FlowM2M/AwaLWM2M
https://www.imgtec.com/
https://libcoap.net/
https://www.wolfssl.com/
https://www.gnutls.org/
https://tls.mbed.org/
https://www.avsystem.com/products/anjay/
https://www.avsystem.com/
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Community: GitHub
CoAP support: built-in
DTLS support: mbed TLS, OpenSSL19

Remarks: Maintained partially outside GitHub, so contributor and
commit numbers may not be comparable

The Leshan LwM2M server implementations were used as the LwM2M
server integration platform for the thesis project. Awa LightweightM2M
was briefly tested and evaluated as the server platform as well. The Leshan
servers as well as the reasoning behind the decision to use them over other
server implementations is discussed in detail in the next chapter.

The Anjay, Wakaama, and Leshan demonstration LwM2M clients were
used as device emulators providing actual device data over LwM2M as aids
in integration development and testing. Their support for various LwM2M
objects differs, as does their support for different credential modes. Use
of multiple different implementations as test devices adds to the testing,
evaluation, and development coverage. It also prepares the integration and
implementors with initial knowledge of some types of operational and inte-
gration issues, which will undoubtedly be encountered when moving to use
the implementation in the multi vendor ecosystem of the real IoT world.

A number of contributions to the used open source projects as well as
other projects related to them were made as part of the thesis work. These
are described in detail in the implementation chapter of the thesis.

3.2 Existing DM system

The existing DM system extended by the thesis work is a robust commer-
cial system, which has at time of writing been in production use for over
a decade. Its backend is written in Python and the Twisted event-driven
network framework20, and uses XML Remote Procedure Call (XML-RPC)
and MQTT based protocols for its existing, native device management func-
tionality. Its web frontend is implemented in JavaScript using the Ext JS
framework21.

19https://www.openssl.org/
20https://twistedmatrix.com/
21https://www.sencha.com/products/extjs/

https://www.openssl.org/
https://twistedmatrix.com/
https://www.sencha.com/products/extjs/
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3.3 Eclipse Leshan

Leshan was chosen as the integration platform for the thesis work primarily
because of its prominence and maturity among available open source imple-
mentations. It is considered to be a reference implementation for LwM2M
(Putera and Lin, 2015), and has good coverage of the LwM2M specification
and an active development community.

Additionally, a number of significant secondary factors affected the choice.
The REST API offered by Leshan’s demonstration servers is a good fit for an
integration point with the existing DM system’s architecture. Being based on
Java, its platform and runtime requirements are well understood in the inte-
gration and production environment of the existing DM system’s operations
and development personnel. The thesis author also has long time experience
with architecting, developing, and running Java based services. Finally, as
the thesis work is supported by a partnering vendor collaborating with the
Advanced Connectivity Platform for Vertical Segment (ACTIVE) project22

of the European Institute of Innovation and Technology’s digital innovation
and entrepreneurial education organization (EIT Digital), whose other part-
ner organizations had already previously used and extended Leshan, there
were local business and synergy drivers backing the choice.

3.3.1 Scalability

Leshan is built on Californium, a Java based CoAP framework whose primary
design goal is applicability to scalable IoT cloud services. Californium’s archi-
tecture is a three stage one, and each of the network, protocol, and business
logic layers have a concurrent model of operation to support modern multi-
core systems. The default concurrency and multithread configuration on the
network and protocol layers is dependent on the number of CPU cores on the
host system as well as on the runtime platform, tuned based on experiences
obtained through benchmarking and earlier Californium implementation ob-
servations. The logic stage functionality is by default executed by a thread
from the protocol layer, but offers application developers the choice to define
their own concurrency model. Benchmarking against state of the art HTTP
servers and alternate CoAP implementations, Californium has been shown
to achieve throughput 33 times higher than the HTTP implementations with
relatively low concurrency levels. With concurrency levels expected required
for real world IoT deployments, the throughput has been found to be up to

22https://www.eitdigital.eu/about-us/calls-tenders/
advanced-connectivity-platform-for-vertical-segment-active/

https://www.eitdigital.eu/about-us/calls-tenders/advanced-connectivity-platform-for-vertical-segment-active/
https://www.eitdigital.eu/about-us/calls-tenders/advanced-connectivity-platform-for-vertical-segment-active/
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64 times higher than the HTTP implementations examined. (Kovatsch et al.,
2014)

Leshan contains standalone LwM2M and LwM2M bootstrap servers, but
also enhanced implementations targeting scalability and higher uptimes through
clustering, which is implemented on top of facilities provided by the dis-
tributed in-memory database and message queue system Redis23. The cluster
implementation implements Redis backed data stores for storage of security
materials, configuration data, and ongoing observations which are discussed
in detail in the following chapter. It supports publishing register, update, and
deregister events of the LwM2M registration interface as well as the LwM2M
information reporting notifications for observations to a Redis channel, thus
offering a clustered integration point through the Redis APIs in addition to
Leshan native ones.

3.3.2 Data storage

A major part of the Leshan implementation are its data stores. They have
a significant contribution to Leshan’s operations and scalability.

The registration store of the Leshan LwM2M server holds information
about client registrations as well as ongoing observations. There are two
implementations for the registration store: a simple in-VM, pure in-memory
one and another suitable for clustering and distributed deployments using
Redis. The Redis implementation stores information about registrations and
observations serialized as JSON bytes. Data for registrations includes data
obtained from LwM2M clients when registering or updating the registration.
For observations, only a reference to the observation is stored for managing
its existence; data for values in the observation’s notifications is not store
in the registration store. If a URL to a Redis instance is supplied on demo
server startup, the Redis implementation is selected.

The security store holds security information for endpoints. Security
information contains the credentials for endpoints: pre-shared secrets, raw
public keys, and/or whether X.509 should be used to authenticate. Use of
X.509 implies that the common name of the X.509 certificate presented by
the client is used as the endpoint name. Like with the registration store,
there are two implementations of the security store: a simple in-VM one
backed by a local file that stores security information objects serialized with
Java’s standard object serialization features. The other implementation is
again built on top of Redis, and stores security info objects serialized as
JSON bytes.

23https://redis.io/

https://redis.io/
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Like the Leshan LwM2M server, the Leshan LwM2M bootstrap server
contains two data stores.

The bootstrap store contains bootstrap information for clients. Its re-
sponsibility is to supply configured bootstrap data to connecting LwM2M
clients based on their endpoint names. Only one implementation of this store
is included with Leshan; a simple in-VM one in the demo bootstrap server
that is backed by a local file, to which bootstrap information is serialized as
JSON.

The bootstrap security store holds security information for endpoints.
The security information in this store is of the same object model as the
one in the Leshan LwM2M server’s security store. One implementation of
this store is included with Leshan; one in the demonstration bootstrap server
that is backed by the demonstration bootstrap store and uses data in it to
access endpoint security information.

3.3.3 REST API

Leshan’s bootstrap and LwM2M demonstration servers contain RESTful
JSON HTTP APIs that can be used to interface with the servers’ functional-
ity. The web user interfaces included with the respective server packages are
implemented with AngularJS24 on top of these APIs. API endpoints used in
the thesis integration work are listed in table 3.1.

The bootstrap server REST API supports creating, reading, updating,
and deleting LwM2M bootstrap configurations for LwM2M clients. All in-
formation belonging to the LwM2M bootstrap interface can be added using
the REST API. However, the demonstration bootstrap server itself supports
only a subset of all the bootstrap functionality. SMS is not supported, and
only the “NoSec” and pre-shared secret credential modes are available, raw
public key and X.509 certificate modes are not.

The LwM2M server supports creating, reading, updating, and deleting
security information for clients, listing registered clients, reading informa-
tion about clients’ registration information as well as the objects, object
instances, and resources they have available. Object instances can be cre-
ated and deleted. Resources can be read, written and executed, and their
values observed. As part of the thesis project, support for endpoint object,
object instance, and resource discovery was added to the API. Support for
observing resource values is implemented using HTML’s server-sent events
(Hickson, 2015). In addition to observing the values, the events API also
relays information about endpoint registrations, registration updates, dereg-

24https://angularjs.org/

https://angularjs.org/
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istrations, as well as CoAP message tracing. Also, included is an API for
accessing the internal database of LwM2M registry information.

Leshan contains a parser for the LwM2M registry’s data definition files.
The parser was improved as part of the thesis project with the ability to
download the data definition files referred to within the top level XML file
provided by OMA. Leshan uses information in the registry to generate and
parse serialized Type-Length-Value (TLV), JSON, opaque, and text represen-
tations of LwM2M objects and resources between LwM2M client and server
communication. The contents of the registry within Leshan is also exposed in
JSON format in the demonstration server’s REST API. The demonstration
server’s user interface accesses this representation and uses it to map object
and resource identifiers to their human readable names, to attach appropriate
read, write, and execute controls to resources, and to add create and delete
instance controls to multiply instantiable objects in the demonstration server
user interface.

Path relative to /api/ Description
bootstrap Create, read, update and delete client bootstrap

configurations
clients Read client, object, and object instance informa-

tion; read, write, and execute resources; start ob-
ject, object instance, and resource observations

event Server-sent events stream of registration and ob-
servation notifications

objectspecs Read object and resource registry information
security/clients Create, read, update, and delete client creden-

tials

Table 3.1: Leshan demonstration server REST API endpoints used in the
thesis work

3.4 Tools

The thesis work was supported by use of multiple freely available development
tools.

Google Chrome DevTools25 and Postman26 were used to examine the
Leshan demonstration server REST API while using its web interface, and
to invoke operations on it.

25https://developer.chrome.com/devtools
26https://www.getpostman.com/

https://developer.chrome.com/devtools
https://www.getpostman.com/
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Firefox Copper add-on27, Copper for Chrome extension28, and Wire-
shark29 were used to inspect and debug CoAP traffic between LwM2M clients
and servers.

OMA LwM2M DevKit30 was used for experimenting and familiarizing
with LwM2M.

Eclipse Neon31 with its Java and PyDev32 features was used as the pri-
mary development environment.

A CentOS33 7 virtual server was used as the primary development plat-
form, with remote access to it set up using TigerVNC34.

27https://people.inf.ethz.ch/mkovatsc/copper.php
28https://github.com/mkovatsc/Copper4Cr
29https://www.wireshark.org/
30https://github.com/OpenMobileAlliance/OMA-LWM2M-DevKit
31https://www.eclipse.org/neon/
32https://www.pydev.org/
33https://www.centos.org/
34http://tigervnc.org/

https://people.inf.ethz.ch/mkovatsc/copper.php
https://github.com/mkovatsc/Copper4Cr
https://www.wireshark.org/
https://github.com/OpenMobileAlliance/OMA-LWM2M-DevKit
https://www.eclipse.org/neon/
https://www.pydev.org/
https://www.centos.org/
http://tigervnc.org/


Chapter 4

Implementation

Integration of LwM2M into the existing DM system to form a multiprotocol
device management system was set as an objective for the thesis work. This
chapter outlines the implementation and its major characteristics. Overall
architecture of the implemented integration is visualized in figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Overall implementation architecture

4.1 General principles

The integration implementation of this thesis uses Leshan as a gateway, ex-
tending the existing DM system with capabilities to manage LwM2M com-

28
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patible devices. The result is a multiprotocol device management system
that takes full advantage of the investments already made to the existing
DM system, its user interface, facilities, and API’s towards other systems.
The existing DM system benefits from this enrichment by making it relevant
and its deployment applicable to scenarios involving LwM2M today and espe-
cially in the future, where the number of such environments can be expected
to grow.

The integration approach is a pure LwM2M standard one. This means
that no device specific knowledge is embedded directly into the program
logic of the existing DM system. Instead, it remains strictly within the
realm of features and operations made available by LwM2M. The benefit of
this general purpose and reusable approach is reduced cost of maintenance
in the future. There will be no need to track changes in evolution of spe-
cific devices, nor to implement changes when new attractive device models
are introduced and become available in the market and the DM system’s
development, testing, and production deployment environments. While the
integration goal of becoming LwM2M aware without being limited to it is
the same as in the implementation presented by Chang and Lin (2016), their
approach requires integration modifications for all types of devices that are
not covered by existing bridging implementations in the gateway.

In order to maximize the applicability of the resulting system to the
broadest range of functionality offered by LwM2M without hardwiring de-
vice specific information in the design, the LwM2M objects and operations on
them are made available in the existing DM system fully exposed. All avail-
able objects, object instances, and resources on devices are made available
in it and its user interface. For each resource, the read, write, and execute
operations specified for it in the object definitions are made available.

4.2 User interface

The existing DM system’s user interface for devices contains three main parts:
a list of managed devices, a geographical map of managed devices’ locations,
and a view for device details and monitoring.

4.2.1 Device list

The device list view contains general information about managed devices, as
shown in figure 4.2. Information in it includes but is not limited to devices’
Network Access Identifier (NAI), connection status, time of last contact, and
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operating system. The integration implementation maps these properties to
LwM2M resource values as follows:

1. NAI: endpoint name

2. Connection status: listed as online if the device is known to be regis-
tered to Leshan, otherwise disconnected

3. Time of last contact: last update time, falling back to registration time
if last update time is not known

4. Operating system: marked as LwM2M 1.0

Figure 4.2: List view with four LwM2M devices and an Android one

This information is retrieved from Leshan’s basic client information data
from its REST API. This API call returns the basic data in bulk for all
available devices in Leshan; it does not need to be retrieved individually for
each device. The data in this call is also received by Leshan on LwM2M
client registrations, updates, and deregistrations. A result of this model
of communication and storage is that in order to provide the data for the
list view, Leshan does not need to invoke any read or discover operations on
devices, nor set up any observations on them. Having to access actual devices
on generating the list view would result in prohibitively slow user experience
as devices could be slow to react to requests, unreachable, or in sleep mode.
This access would also cause unnecessary load on devices, and possibly wake
them up from power saving states even if no realtime information would be
required for them at device list rendering time.
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The list view has a configurable automatic refresh rate control for reload-
ing the data in it. Updates on this basic data are collected from register,
update, and deregister events in Leshan’s server-sent events (SSE) stream. In
addition to the data shown in the DM system’s device list view, last known
IP addresses for devices are stored from the basic device data obtained from
Leshan.

Together with background data collection supporting it, functionality in
the device list view satisfies integration goal IG1 (LwM2M device inventory
and presentation) set for the thesis work. The device map view, discussed
next, also contributes to this goal.

4.2.2 Device map

The map view shows a zoomable world map, with markers for managed
devices whose location is known placed on the map. A simple example of
this view is presented in figure 4.3. For larger numbers of devices, the markers
are clustered so that multiple devices within a range threshold are shown as
a single marker with a number of included occurrences overlaid on top of it.
This makes the user interface to scale to large numbers of devices. Using
a separate marker for every device would not convey useful information to
users when there are large quantities of devices near each other and the map
is zoomed out. A marker with a number label is more informative, and the
marker can be clicked to zoom in on the map. Zooming in results in more
individual device markers to be broken out of the cluster they belong to in
outer zoom levels.

Latitude, longitude, and timestamp values from managed LwM2M de-
vices are mapped to corresponding ones in the existing DM system, if the
LwM2M device supports the LwM2M Location object. The result is that
LwM2M devices are shown on the map the same way as other managed
devices. The altitude, radius, velocity, and speed resource values possibly
available on LwM2M devices are not stored in the existing DM system, be-
cause it does not have storage level support for them, nor a need for adding
support for using or displaying them was identified during the thesis work.

The map view uses last known location information for devices. Accessing
current location data when generating the overall view would not be practical
when there are many managed devices. Even with small quantities of them,
devices could be offline, causing slowness and problems with updating the
user interface. Like the list view, the map view has a configurable automatic
refresh interval.
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Figure 4.3: Map view with two connected and one disconnected LwM2M
devices

4.2.3 Device details

Invoking the device details and monitoring view for a device is done by
accessing the device entry from the devices list view. This view shows, in
addition to the basic data as in the list view, more detailed information about
managed devices, as shown in figure 4.4. Included for all types of devices is
a panel containing device status information, and its geographical location,
if available.

For LwM2M devices, the device details and monitoring view shows all
LwM2M data available from the client. The data is grouped to containers
each containing data for an object instance. The container’s title bar shows
the object and instance name. Next in the container is a tabular list of the
object instance’s readable LwM2M resources and their values. If in addition
to readability, a value can be written to, writing the value occurs by selecting
it, and entering a new value for it inline in its table column. When the editing
completes, the value is submitted to Leshan which invokes the corresponding
write request for the LwM2M client. Below the list of readable and writable
resources, a button is shown for invoking the execute operation on each
resource that can be executed.

Data for the details view is retrieved using read operations to Leshan’s
REST API, and consequently read operations on the LwM2M client by Le-
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Figure 4.4: Details and monitoring view for a managed LwM2M device

shan. Leshan’s REST API exposes the LwM2M client data as a JSON object.
The existing DM system integration module takes the data, enriches it by
injecting human readable names for all objects, object instances, and re-
sources to it. It also attaches to it the information whether each resource
can be read, written, or executed. The target for this information is the
object links structure each object instance contains for its resources, and
object names are added next to the top level data for each object. From
this information the JavaScript code generating the user interface can offer
the possible write functionality for writable resources, and render executable
resources as buttons. The data based on which the integration layer does
these enrichments is obtained from the Leshan REST API endpoint which
offers the representation it has for the LwM2M object and resource registry
data.
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This approach differs from the one taken by the Leshan demonstration
server user interface. The Leshan implementation uses the same informa-
tion, but in its implementation, attaching names and actions to objects and
resources is done in the front end JavaScript code. The choice to implement
enrichment of the data in the backend code was mainly motivated by three
considerations. First, the intent of the integration architecture and network
structure is to keep Leshan’s REST API accessible only by the existing DM
system, and not let web clients directly to it, due to, for example, missing
security features in it. Second, it is expected that the integration will at some
point be extended to cover cases that require invoking discovery on devices.
Results from the discovery data such as resource value range limitations, and
removal of unsupported resources can be included in the JSON served by the
existing DM system to its clients, requiring minimal if any changes to the
JavaScript code layer. Third, it is likely that the existing DM system will at
some point be extended with the capability to invoke management actions on
LwM2M clients in situations where it is not being directly controlled using
a web browser. In these situations, the layer executing the actions must be
aware of semantics for the objects and resources it accesses, and cannot take
advantage of the implementation if it was done in the front end JavaScript
code.

Presentation and functionality implemented in the device details view sat-
isfies integration goals IG2 (monitoring LwM2M devices) and IG3 (executing
management actions on LwM2M devices) set for the thesis work.

4.2.4 Device life cycle management

In addition to the client details and monitoring view, device removal, cre-
ation, and editing is invoked from the device list view. These operations
provide support for LwM2M device life cycle management in the existing
DM’s user interface.

Removing a device from the existing DM system removes its credentials
and configuration data from both Leshan’s LwM2M bootstrap server and its
LwM2M server, as well as cancels observations set up for it. When creating
an LwM2M device, a field is provided for entering bootstrap configuration for
the device. The entered bootstrap configuration is submitted to the Leshan
bootstrap server, and server credentials are extracted from the bootstrap
data and submitted to the Leshan LwM2M server. Editing a device provides
the same field for updating bootstrap information and server credentials for
existing devices.

Provisioning of bootstrap information from the existing DM system’s user
interface to the Leshan bootstrap server results, as an aggregate, in LwM2M
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clients being bootstrapped based on information configured in the existing
DM system. This satisfies integration goal IG4 (bootstrapping LwM2M de-
vices) set for the thesis work.

4.3 Background data collection

The existing DM system polls Leshan’s clients list at server startup, as well as
periodically, retrieving the basic client data. This operation does not require
Leshan to access any clients directly. Upon becoming aware of existence of
a new LwM2M client, the DM system starts an observation for the client’s
Location object, as visualized in figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Periodical polling of registered clients and observation set-up

The Location object is for now, within the scope of the thesis work, the
only LwM2M object whose detailed data is automatically kept up to date
in the existing DM’s data store. Other detailed data available for LwM2M
devices is not stored but retrieved on demand in the client details view. The
Location data differs from the rest, because it is used for an aggregated view
of all managed clients in the global map view. Retrieving location data for
devices on demand would not be a valid approach when rendering the map,
because it would take a prohibitively long time, especially in presence of large
numbers of devices.

In the future, it is possible that the existing DM system will start to
take advantage of other data that should be collected in the background for
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LwM2M devices, for example in order to be able to produce graphs for data
whose samples are collected in the background without a user operating the
user interface. Such observations can be trivially hooked to the device polling
routine and processing of the registration and update events received. Storing
it will however possibly require changes to the DM system’s data stores and
object model.

In addition to periodical and on-startup polling, the existing DM system
listens for events emitted by Leshan in its server-sent events stream. In it,
different events are differentiated by the event field values as specified in the
server-sent events specification. The event names in use are:

• REGISTRATION: LwM2M client register operations

• UPDATED: LwM2M client update operations

• DEREGISTRATION: LwM2M client de-register operations

• NOTIFICATION: LwM2M client notify operations

• COAPLOG: raw CoAP communication tracing

The data supplied with the registration related events has the same JSON
structure as in the clients REST API. Thus, it allows reuse of the parsing
and data handling implementation. Device registration, update, and deregis-
tration notifications trigger the same operations as the periodical polling for
new and absent devices. Listening to these events and invoking observations
based on them is visualized in figure 4.6.

The reason for implementing device life cycle observation both based
on periodical polling and the events stream is to make the implementation
resilient against subsystem restarts and outages, as well as to have up to date
information available under normal operation also between poll interactions.
Listening to the events stream provides the up to date information, but
would not convey information on new client registration related events actions
that may have appeared during a possible connectivity outage between the
existing DM system and Leshan.

4.4 Network usage

Use of network resources when opening the client details view was eval-
uated. The evaluation client view was for the Wakaama demonstration
lwm2mclient, using its default LwM2M objects and resources configuration
consisting of eight objects defined in LwM2M 1.0 and a custom object. The
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Figure 4.6: Location observation triggered by SSE registration event

LwM2M Security object is not included in the results, as it is not trans-
ferred over the network in the evaluated scenario. The seven LwM2M 1.0
objects included in and affecting the results were LwM2M Server, Access
Control, Device, Connectivity Monitoring, Firmware, Location, and Con-
nectivity Statistics, with one object instance of each. The custom object
defined had identifier 1024 and there were three instances of it configured,
with identifiers 10, 11, and 12.

LwM2M traffic was examined between the Leshan demonstration server
and the Wakaama client. Measurements were made with CoAP in the stan-
dard ports 5683 (NoSec) and 5684 (CoAPS). The first setup scenario was
configured with unencrypted CoAP between the Leshan server and Wakaama
client, and the second with CoAPS using DTLS pre-shared secrets between
them. HTTP traffic between the existing DM system and the Leshan REST
API in port 8683 of the demonstration server and port 18683 of the demon-
stration bootstrap server was using unencrypted, uncompressed HTTP 1.1
in both setups.

Table 4.1 summarizes the findings. Request path is the path of the Leshan
HTTP REST API request performed by the existing DM system, relative to
the /api/ API base URL. The bootstrap request is made against the Le-
shan demonstration bootstrap server, and the rest against the non-bootstrap
Leshan demonstration server. The HTTP column lists the HTTP request
and response sizes as well as their sum. The CoAPS column lists the sizes of
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the CoAPS requests and responses resulting from the corresponding HTTP
request, as well as their sum.

Request path relative to /api/ HTTP bytes CoAPS bytes
bootstrap 225+8417=8642 0+0=0
security/clients 231+323=554 0+0=0
clients/test-ep-wakaama 238+859=1097 0+0=0
clients/test-ep-wakaama/1 240+388=628 85+112=197
clients/test-ep-wakaama/2 240+337=577 85+107=192
clients/test-ep-wakaama/3 240+683=923 85+232=317
clients/test-ep-wakaama/4 240+544=784 85+183=268
clients/test-ep-wakaama/5 240+310=550 85+99=184
clients/test-ep-wakaama/6 240+447=687 85+128=213
clients/test-ep-wakaama/7 240+359=599 85+108=193
clients/test-ep-wakaama/1024 243+531=774 88+123=211
Total 2617+13198=15815 683+1092=1775

Table 4.1: Network usage for client details view

The numbers presented for CoAPS include only DTLS application data.
Depending on the connection state, DTLS handshake may occur prior to
the rest of the traffic. A representative number of bytes for a handshake
between the test participants observed in the setup was 857, including client
and server hello sequences, key exchange, and cipher spec changes.

Additionally, network usage of unencrypted CoAP was measured. Based
on the numbers obtained for it, CoAPS overhead for the test setup compared
to unencrypted CoAP was consistently 29 bytes per packet, translating to 58
bytes per LwM2M request-response pair.

The data shows the implementation for the examined view to be rather
inefficient. For an LwM2M client with object instances from 8 accessible
objects, the implementation requires 11 HTTP and 8 CoAP request-response
roundtrips.

The bootstrap and security/clients calls are made in order to retrieve
the status of bootstrap and credential configuration for the client. Their re-
sponse sizes depend on the number of clients configured in the servers. Be-
cause there is no API to retrieve the configuration for the desired client only,
the implementation gets all configurations and extracts the one of interest
from the responses. The clients/test-ep-wakaama request is made in or-
der to retrieve the list of available objects on the client. These requests do
not require Leshan to communicate with the target client.

The clients/test-ep-wakaama/<objectid> requests retrieve the data
for the corresponding object from Leshan, which invokes the corresponding
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CoAP request on the target client. The Leshan REST API does not have
an endpoint for retrieving this dataset using fewer HTTP requests. This
corresponds to LwM2M, which requires the same number of object level
read operations for retrieval of the same dataset.

If an HTTP request to the Leshan REST API times out, the integration
assumes the client to be offline and does not try to invoke the remaining
requests in order to not cause extended delays to the user interface.

Data collection for this user interface view could be optimized in multiple
ways. The requests accessing only data already cached in Leshan could be
improved so that they would require fewer requests, and return only data
for requested clients. Some of this data could also be cached in the existing
DM system. The data retrieved on demand from clients could be cached as
well, either in Leshan, or in the existing DM system. Adding this kind of
caching to Leshan would, however, likely result in changes that would need
to be maintained outside of the master Leshan repository, which would be
against the principles set for the integration work. Caching it in the existing
DM system would result in additional requirements for its data stores, which
are not designed for storage of volumes of volatile data originating from
large numbers of devices. Caching would also come with the risk of possibly
showing outdated information, as the client configurations in Leshan or the
availability of objects on managed LwM2M devices could have changed since
the last refresh time. As the primary purpose for the client details view
is to show detailed and up to date information, and the goal of the thesis
integration work is to provide groundwork for LwM2M support, prioritizing
correctness, these inefficiencies are acceptable tradeoffs within the work’s
scope.

4.5 Added dependencies

The integration work uses mostly libraries and functionality that are already
provided by, or existing dependencies of the existing DM system. The fol-
lowing additional dependencies were added:

• Requests1: HTTP library for Python, used to access Leshan’s REST
API. Requests was already an implicit dependency of the existing DM
system; another library required by the existing DM system had a
dependency on it. The implemented integration uses Requests directly,
so the dependency was made explicit.

1http://docs.python-requests.org/

http://docs.python-requests.org/
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• Python SSE Client2: HTML server-sent events library for Python, used
to access Leshan’s server-sent events API.

• dateutil3: date/time library for Python, used for conversion of dates
and times in Leshan’s REST API.

4.6 Outcome and future work

Goals set for the integration work are met, and to an extent exceeded, by
the implementation. LwM2M devices are brought to the existing DM sys-
tem’s device inventory and user interface. They are shown in device list and
location views like other supported devices, their details are shown in a de-
tailed monitoring view in manner similar to other already supported types
of devices. Resources on all objects are made available for reading, writing,
and executing, dynamically depending on the available operations specified
in their definitions. Device bootstrap and credential information can be con-
figured in the user interface, and is stored in Leshan for use by LwM2M
clients.

As a result of the implementation, the existing DM system has gained the
necessary base functionality for compatibility with LwM2M devices, and it
can be described as a multiprotocol DM system with LwM2M compatibility.
Suggested future work and further LwM2M related improvements include
setup of a Leshan cluster instance and researching Redis as the integration
point instead of using the demonstration servers’ REST API. Data store
changes should be implemented as required for data volumes and volatility
required by numbers of devices of IoT magnitude in order to facilitate more
efficient and performant, real time user interface implementation using mod-
ern web technologies. Implementing discovery for devices would be beneficial
in order to further optimize available data and operations shown in the user
interface.

4.7 Open source contributions

A primary principle and goal with the thesis integration work is that no
customized versions or modified builds of third party software packages will
have to be maintained, used, or shipped with the existing DM system. In-
stead, all identified issues are reported and discussed with the related third

2https://github.com/btubbs/sseclient
3https://dateutil.readthedocs.io/

https://github.com/btubbs/sseclient
https://dateutil.readthedocs.io/
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parties and communities, with fixes and other input to the issues provided
when available. Similarly, all required functional changes and improvements
are implemented in a way to serve a generic purpose fitting well with the
third party projects’ goals and architecture, and submitted for inclusion in
them. This has a positive effect on future maintenance costs of the integra-
tion work and the existing DM system as a whole. It also aligns well with the
open source mentality, and serves to advance and improve the used projects
outside of the thesis integration work for greater and broader community
benefit.

Consequently, a number of contributions to open source projects related
to the thesis work were made. Most of the contributions made have been
attributed as being authored by the author of the thesis in projects’ git and
other change logs. Some have been merged with other contributions without
preserving original authorship information, and others such as issue reports
have resulted in related contributions by other contributors. The full list of
contributions is included in appendix A.



Chapter 5

Discussion

This chapter presents lessons learned and thoughts on the LwM2M proto-
col’s status and readiness, and considerations and experience from the im-
plemented integration work.

5.1 Answer to demand

LwM2M has been developed after the research of Arkko et al. (2011), and
it addresses areas highlighted by the authors as keys for achieving low cost,
manageability, and battery life maximization requirements for CoAP imple-
mentations on very resource constrained devices. LwM2M’s queue mode op-
eration lets devices invoke their sleep modes while participating in LwM2M
information exchanges, providing a communication model which benefits bat-
tery lifetime maximization goals. LwM2M’s bootstrap facilities provide an
answer to the researchers’ goal in minimizing management and configuration
efforts when deploying large quantities of small sensor devices. Through the
use of the bootstrap server and interface, per-device configuration for initial
access and security can be minimized to the level desirable prior to device
deployment, while keeping the possibility for finer grained management for
scenarios that require it. LwM2M optimizes the discovery process by elimi-
nating a roundtrip that would be required if the CoAP discovery mechanism
would be in use. LwM2M’s object and resource model is a compact one,
providing clients and servers a common way to represent resource identifiers,
and to share knowledge about available objects and resources, and function-
alities that can be invoked on them. LwM2M also standardizes data formats
to use for device management and application data exchange.

At time of their publication, Villaverde et al. (2012) note the lack of re-
search for use of CoAP in different machine to machine applications. LwM2M

42
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is an enabler using CoAP for these machine to machine scenarios, providing
additional semantics and standardization required for achieving the impor-
tant interoperability for large scale machine to machine deployments.

5.2 Object model and registry

The centralized registry for object and resource definitions is a convenient
entity which stakeholders can look up information from. The machine read-
able XML files produced out of information in it are an important aid in
production of applications and services on top of LwM2M data. They allow
automatic generation of user interfaces and basic service and management
logic, without a general necessity to embed device specific information and
knowledge in programs.

Having a gatekeeper and maintainer like OMNA for the registry provides
a level of assurance that information in it can be relied on. If third party
vendors and standards organizations would host their contributions exter-
nally, information could be dispersed and fragmented, and access to it could
be more complicated. If given freedom to add information and definitions to,
for example, a vendor designated namespace without peer review, the quality
and consistency of definition information could be of lower quality than it is
in the centralized, official registry. On the other hand, providing an easily
accessible, public online editor for registry examination, modifications and
registrations gives transparency and agility to the process of contributing
information in it. This approach is a good middle ground between control
and agility.

5.3 Data model and user interface

LwM2M supports notifying servers about objects, instances, and resources
available on clients. The mechanism has two facets; first, on registration,
clients include information about the objects, instances, and resources it has
available. Second, servers may query clients for more specific information
about their resources using a discovery mechanism. With this mechanism,
the LwM2M server sends a discover request to a client, which responds to
it according to the detail level requested in the discover request. Discover
requests can be made on object, instance, or resource level. These facilities
provide a ground which management and monitoring applications can be
built on in an extensible, automatically adjusting manner without having to
embed device specific information and logic in applications.
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Although the underlying protocol of LwM2M is CoAP and CoAP has a
discovery mechanism as well, LwM2M implements a discovery mechanism of
its own. One benefit of this is that by sending information about available re-
sources already at the register phase, a separate discovery request roundtrip
can be avoided or at least delayed. It is possible that further detail discovery
does not have to be carried out at all, if the server receives enough informa-
tion about the client’s resources on initial registration. On server initiated
discover, the CoAP discover request is made to the client’s desired object,
object instance, or resource URI. With CoAP’s built in discovery, a differ-
ent, generic well-known URI registered with the Internet Assigned Numbers
Authority (IANA), /.well-known/core, is used. The payload format for
both the registration phase and discover response phase is the same as for
CoAP’s built in discovery mechanism, the Constrained RESTful Environ-
ments (CoRE) Link Format, specified by Shelby (2012).

The use of a centralized registry for registering and describing LwM2M
objects and their resources has implications on creating user interfaces. As
human readable names of objects and resources are not available through
the protocol but instead are available only in the registry, it follows that user
interfaces that are to display this information to users need access to the
information in the registry. The object model specifies object and resource
identifiers as integers, which are not sufficient for creating user interfaces
for human use. In order to understand the information displayed to them
about objects and resources, users need more descriptive representations than
the compact number based representation used within the LwM2M protocol
itself.

Similarly, the LwM2M protocol does not convey full semantics of objects
and resources, but this information is also available in the registry. In order
to be able to display read, write, delete, observe, and execute operations for
resources that are applicable to them, the user interface requires information
from the registry. Resources that can only be executed do not need read
or write functionalities made available for them. If a resource can not be
written to, an user friendly user interface would not offer write functionality
for it to users.

Third characteristic of objects and resources available in the registry only
is their multiplicity. User interfaces may want to make create and delete ac-
tions available on objects and resources of which there can be more than one
instance, but not for the ones that are single instance only. The LwM2M
1.0 specification uses the term dimension to indicate the number of instances
supported for a resource whose multiplicity is multiple, and mandates clients
to support conveying the value. Presence of this information can be used by
servers in heuristics when deducing the multiplicity of a resource unknown
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to them. However, the specification does not mandate clients to have a limit
on the number of instantiations they support for a multiple resource, so it is
allowed for this information to be unavailable and thus not included in the
object link attributes either. It is also possible for a client to erroneously
include the dimension for single instantiated resources. Therefore, the pres-
ence or lack of the dimension attribute in object links cannot be reliably used
by servers to infer multiplicity of unknown types of resources.

Because available objects, object instances, and resources are included
with registration and discovery response data coming from LwM2M clients,
it would be possible to include the above categories of information in the at-
tributes of the object links included in the responses. However, as of LwM2M
1.0, this is not done, thus practical LwM2M user interface implementations
are dependent on the object and resource registry’s information.

In addition to possessing knowledge about the registry’s machine read-
able, structured data, additional information is required to support LwM2M
execute operations in a user friendly way. Arguments are specified to these
operations in a plain text format, whose further details and syntax is defined
in Augmented Backus-Naur Form (ABNF) in the LwM2M specification. Ar-
guments are numbered, and may take a value enclosed in quotes. However,
information about the arguments is not present in the registry’s DDF files
in a machine readable form that would allow robust generation of user inter-
faces for them, neither is the information whether the execute operation for
a resource takes arguments in the first place.

The objects that are part of LwM2M 1.0 do not specify any resources
whose execute operations would take arguments. Instead, some of them
depend on the state of other resources within the same object instance. An
example of this is the Start resource for the Connectivity Statistics object
which starts connectivity statistics collection on the device. The duration
of the collection depends on the value of the Collection Period resource of
the object instance enclosing both resources; the value 0 causes collection to
occur until the Stop resource for the object instance is executed, and other
positive integer values indicate the number of seconds the collection should
continue before stopping automatically. An alternate way to implement this
would have been to specify the collection period as an execute argument for
the Start resource.

An example of a registered resource whose execute operation takes an
argument is the Uninstall resource of the LwM2M Software Management
object. If called without arguments, or if the argument is 0, the correspond-
ing software package is removed from the device. If the argument is 1, the
client prepares itself for receiving the software package used to upgrade the
software already in place. The Software Management object entry in the reg-
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istry contains this information only in human readable form in the Uninstall
resource’s description.

LwM2M supports reading and observing data on object, instance, and
resource level. Object and instance level reads can be used for bulk type
operations without having to access each resource individually. This enables
fairly efficient implementation of user interfaces that wish to display all avail-
able data from devices; without having to ask for each value separately, they
can retrieve it in batches. However, the broadest available read is one that
targets an object available on a device. There is no supported way in the
specification to retrieve all data available for a device with a single device
level read. Thus, retrieving all information for a device requires accessing
at least each type of object available in it with a separate object level read.
An object level read returns data for all available instances of that object
type, and all resources on the returned object instances. The Leshan REST
API supports object, instance, and resource level reads. At time of writing,
only instance and resource level reads are available in its web user interface;
object level read is not exposed in it.

Like with reads, observe functionality is available in LwM2M on object,
instance, and resource levels. The lack of device level observe has similar
drawbacks as the lack of device level read described previously. For example,
a system wanting to gather all data available on a device through observa-
tion for archiving, posterior analysis and trending must do so by registering
multiple observations. At time of writing, the Leshan REST API supports
instance and resource level observations, which are also exposed in its web
user interface. Support for object level observations for the REST API was
implemented as part of the thesis work.

The need for multiple reads and observations in scenarios such as the
ones described above causes complexity in implementation of systems ac-
cessing data from LwM2M clients. More reads and observations may also
cause increased network traffic, additional needs for network link upkeep,
and possibly increased power consumption on both clients and servers. The
well organized LwM2M object model is an attractive target for retrieving all
available data for registered devices, even in cases where the system harvest-
ing the data would not understand its semantics but would just store it for
postprocessing by applications with more specific use for and knowledge of
it.

With use of notify attributes specified as CoRE link parameters when
starting a single resource observation, the amount of data transferred can
be limited and only events of interest can be subscribed to. For instance,
notifications from observations set up this way can be used as alerts, trans-
ferring changed values only when specified thresholds such as minimum or
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maximum values or value variation change steps are exceeded. This enables
efficient creation of alerting and monitoring types of LwM2M applications.
Also, clients can be requested to send notifications no more or less often than
specified periods using the pmin and pmax parameters. By setting the min-
imum period between notifications, transferred data can be further reduced
and the client provided, for example, a chance to disconnect from the net-
work until the next time to notify an observation occurs, unless it has other
network requiring tasks to carry out.

While clients are required to provide the list of objects and object in-
stances they have available at time of registration, this information alone
along with the knowledge of the LwM2M object and resource registry is not
enough to create user interfaces that provide access only to features supported
by the client. Resources can be defined as optional in object definitions, so
they may not exist on all object instances. Resources may also have ranges
for supported values, minimum and maximum periods for reporting values,
and limitations on how many instances are supported on resources whose
multiplicity is not single. These limitations can be specified on object level,
meaning they apply to all resources on all instances of the object; on object
instance level, meaning applying on all resources on that object instance;
and on individual resource level where the attributes affect only the resource
they are specified on. Object instances inherit the attributes specified on
their parent object level, and resources inherit the attribute values on their
parent instance and object levels.

The full attribute set for a resource can be obtained with a single discover
operation targeting the resource. Responses to such operations are required
to return information about attributes on the resource itself, as well as on
its parent object instance and object levels. Discover operations on object
instance level are required to return attributes assigned on that object in-
stance, as well as the instantiated resources and their attributes the object
instance hosts. A noteworthy detail about this is that attributes assigned
on the object level, if any, are not required to be included in the attributes
list for object instances. Thus, the ways to retrieve full details for resources’
attributes on a client are either by invoking a discover operation on all re-
sources individually, or by invoking object level discovery followed by object
instance level discovery on all objects and object instances in the client’s
resource tree.

Invocation of discovery for all resources individually is inefficient by na-
ture, and if the availability of a resource is based solely on information about
its possible existence obtained from knowledge about the object and re-
source registry, unnecessary discover operations will be invoked on optional
resources that are absent. Formation of a device level model that accurately
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captures the actual availability of resources and attributes set on them can
be more efficiently carried out by invoking discover operations on each of the
client’s available objects, and object instance level discovery on all object
instances. In this sequence of discoveries, the object level ones are primarily
used to find out object level attributes. Secondarily, they will provide infor-
mation about existence of object instances, in case this information was not
available previously for example from register operations, or in case it has
changed since the last register or update operation. The object instance level
discoveries are used to find out object instance level attributes, existence of
resources on them, and attributes on the resources.

As discussed previously about reads and observations, a device level dis-
covery function that would return the entire resource tree available on the
client along with all possibly assigned attributes on each of the object, object
instance, and resource levels would be a useful addition to LwM2M. Based
on results of this single call, it would be more efficient to implement user
interfaces or client applications that access or display the entire resource tree
on a device than it is with functionality in the 1.0 version of the specification.

Compared to reads and observations, object level discovery suffers from
lack of details about resources below it. Thus, discovery on object instances
is additionally needed, unlike in reads and observations where object level
access provides all needed data from the object’s resource tree branch.

5.4 Security

Security is a crucial part in IoT’s success. Although attacks against and
using IoT-like devices have been known to be performed for almost a decade
at time of writing, only recently has their volume and reach started to gain
significant publicity and provoked increased research interest. Market and
regulatory solutions are being proposed and prepared to address them. The
most prominent IoT related series of attacks to date was performed by the
Mirai botnet. Mirai consists of compromised IoT devices, together perform-
ing distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks of unprecedented scale, as
well as other kinds of sophisticated attacks. Suggested elementary security
practices applicable on devices for prevention and mitigation of such attacks
include avoidance of weak and hardcoded passphrases, and providing devices
with firmware updates. (Bertino and Islam, 2017; Angrishi, 2017; Jerkins,
2017)

LwM2M supports these security practices through its ability to manage
devices and their security settings, and its interface for firmware updates. It
also provides a standard attack surface by making such actions available. It
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employs secure communication with devices and support for multiple types
of credentials including strong ones as the mechanisms to protected these
actions from unauthorized use.

5.4.1 Pre-shared secrets

The simplest of the credential types supported in LwM2M, pre-shared se-
crets, has the drawback of requiring a secure channel and pre-existing trust
relationship between the communicating parties for distribution of the se-
crets. Compromise of the shared secret results in breach of confidentiality
in both data transmission directions, because the cryptographic algorithms
used with this mode are symmetric. The mechanism of using pre-shared se-
crets does not include a way to notify other communication parties about the
occurrence of a possible compromise. Default and fixed pre-shared secrets
provide attack possibilities for brute force access attempts using static lists
of known passwords. Therefore, the choice to use pre-shared secrets should
be accompanied with strategies for generating unique secrets to the extent
feasible, as well as planning for a routing schedule for changing the secrets.
The Mirai bot is a well known example which takes advantage of a list known
default usernames and passwords for infecting new target IoT systems and
spreading (Jerkins, 2017).

Kuppannan and Ashok (2016) note that the pre-shared secret based
TLS/DTLS key exchange mechanism is primarily used in constrained envi-
ronments, due to the possibility it provides to avoid computationally resource
intensive asymmetric cryptography. From this point of view, it is a good fit
for use in LwM2M in general. This along with the mode’s relative simplicity
and understandability also provides good grounds for making support for it
mandatory LwM2M DTLS implementations. It is the base level of credential
based security that all conforming LwM2M implementations can be assumed
to have built in.

In addition to endpoint identity, pre-shared secrets in LwM2M have an
identity of their own. The concept originates from TLS (and thus DTLS)
as specified by Eronen and Tschofenig (2005) in RFC 4279. While a sepa-
rate identity for pre-shared secrets is not necessary for LwM2M purposes, it
serves a manageability purpose in TLS and DTLS implementations. Attach-
ing names to pre-shared secrets this way, each secret gains an identity which
humans and software implementations can take advantage of in understand-
ing which shared secret belongs to which intended use.

Neither RFC 4279 nor the LwM2M specification specifies a way in which
specific clients and endpoints should map to pre-shared secret identities. The
result from LwM2M point of view is that an endpoint using pre-shared se-
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cret credentials has two independent identities it must maintain and provide
during protocol exchanges: the endpoint and the pre-shared secret identi-
ties. This distinction has potential to cause problems as discussed below
regarding the Leshan implementation, but it would also allow manageability
beyond what simple per-endpoint configuration provides. For example, an
LwM2M server could provide a possibility to use the same pre-shared secret
and identity for multiple endpoints. Including such an identity in endpoint
configurations by reference would provide the possibility to change the value
of the pre-shared secret, thus changing it for all the configurations that ref-
erence it in one operation.

Another further possibility would be for an LwM2M bootstrap server to
provide a fallback configuration for endpoints that do not have an explicit
individual configuration of their own provisioned. The fallback could be
activated by wildcard or other matching against the endpoint name. This
way, DTLS secured bootstrap access could be provided for LwM2M clients
that possess the pre-shared secret and its identity, but whose endpoint names
are not known in advance. The result would be similar to what can be
achieved by use of X.509 certificate credentials, but without the need to
deploy X.509 infrastructure.

5.4.2 Raw public keys

Use of raw public key credentials utilizes asymmetric public key cryptogra-
phy, which does not require a secure channel for distributing cryptographic
keys. Communication parties must know the public key of the other party
in order to be able to securely send data to them, and their own private key
for secure data reception.

Public keys can be distributed without any particular security precautions
in place. However, like with pre-shared secrets, a pre-existing trust relation-
ship between parties is needed also with the use of raw public key credentials.
The mechanism does not include any other intrinsic way to ensure that the
other communication party is the one it claims to be. Likewise, there is
no built in mechanism for notifying others about key compromises, and any
party in possession of a private key is able to receive data encrypted with the
corresponding public key. Public and private keys must be preprovisioned
on communication parties in this mode. Reusing key pairs would make this
credential mode subject to the same types of attacks as described previously
against pre-shared secrets. On the other hand, provisioning of unique key
pairs requires considerable investments in storage, processing capability, and
management in environments consisting of large volumes of devices.
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5.4.3 X.509 certificates

The third supported type of credentials, X.509 certificates, is the most flexi-
ble and powerful one of them. Like with raw public keys, this mode utilizes
asymmetric cryptography, but also relieves communication parties from hav-
ing to pre-establish a direct, explicit trust relationship between each other.
Instead, a CA is used as a trust anchor. Parties have a direct trust rela-
tionship with the CA, and implicit trust for entities certified by it, including
LwM2M communication parties and possible intermediate CA’s. Preprovi-
sioning of the certificate and public key of the CA, along with means for com-
municating with it, is required in order to use the CA’s certificate issuance
services. An LwM2M communication party can then present its public key
and the corresponding certificate issued to it by the CA to the other party
in the communication, which can then trust the other one to be verified by
the CA according to the CA’s policies for doing that, and to be the one it
claims to be.

In LwM2M 1.0, the CA can be a domain local entity. It does not need
to be a general purpose, public one. By supporting the use of domain issued
certificates this way, the specification allows for use of self signed certificates.
Clients should establish DTLS sessions with LwM2M servers by directly us-
ing the public key included with the LwM2M Security object’s Server Public
Key resource for the server in their configuration, coupled with validation
of the service identity according to procedures specified by Saint-Andre and
Hodges (2011) in RFC 6125. Supporting Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) de-
ployment in the domain issued certificate mode improves support of LwM2M
deployments in closed networks without access to a public CA. It can also
provide for savings in monetary and complexity costs, and may make de-
ployment scenarios less dependent on external entities such as the CA and
its facilities. On the other hand, running a domain local CA is not entirely
free from costs either.

Being able to issue and manage certificates for the numbers of IoT devices
expected in forthcoming years is a challenge for CA’s. The use of domain
local CA’s will take some of the load off them, as will the choice to use other
kinds of credentials in many LwM2M and IoT deployments.

The desirable features brought by the use of X.509 certificate credentials
mode incur a number of additional requirements over the other credential
modes. In order to verify certificates’ validity periods and issuance times-
tamps, a reliable time source is required. One way for implementing this is
an on-device real time clock, but this comes with manufacturing and power
consumption costs. Another is using an external time source such as Network
Time Protocol (NTP), but support for it may pose additional networking re-
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quirements in terms of increased traffic and the burden of having to keep
a network link active and open more than it would need to be otherwise.
Communication with the external time source must be secured as well, which
brings along additional complexities. Certificate status validation using the
traditional methods of transferring and checking Certificate Revocation Lists
(CRL) or the Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) may also add to the
networking requirements. A possible way to avoid this is to preemptively in-
clude an OCSP response in the DTLS handshake as specified by Eastlake
(2011) in RFC 6066, freeing the device from the status check responsibility.

The use of certificates with EST avoids the need to transfer private keys
over connections possibly set up with weaker credentials and authentication.
However, in this mode, devices have additional cryptographic capabilities.
They must be able to generate pairs of private and public keys and imple-
ment support for EST over CoAP for certificate enrollment. None of the
LwM2M implementations used during the thesis work had support for us-
ing certificates with EST. For Leshan, work was in progress to implement it
for the client and the bootstrap server, but was not complete enough to be
evaluated.

5.4.4 Credential management

With regards to credential management, LwM2M’s bootstrapping feature
provides flexibility to implementations. Preprovisioning of credentials, along
with other bootstrap information, can be limited to the information required
to access the LwM2M bootstrap server. The credentials and other data for
accessing the LwM2M server do not have to be supplied beforehand, as the
bootstrap server will be able to supply this information when the bootstrap
sequence is invoked on a client.

In addition to supplying information for the LwM2M server, the bootstrap
server may provide superseding information for the LwM2M bootstrap server
for use in future bootstrap sessions. However, the considerations related to
credentials management is not entirely alleviated by the bootstrap modes
specified by LwM2M. Clients are required to use bootstrap information pri-
marily from smart card and factory installed locations. If the information in
these stores is invalid, a client with such information may end up accessing
and trusting malicious LwM2M servers and consequently be subject to their
control.

The requirement for re-bootstrapping, for example as a result of a factory
reset operation on client, or invalidation of LwM2M server credentials may
make the issue reappear in clients that have been previously bootstrapped
with new, valid information for LwM2M server and bootstrap server ac-
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counts. If the smart card and factory bootstrap modes do not result in
obtaining of valid bootstrap information, clients will resort to server initi-
ated and finally client initiated bootstrap modes. In these modes, the client
must establish trust with the bootstrap server providing the information,
which again requires preprovisioning of the bootstrap server account in the
client, including shared secrets, keys, or certificates. The LwM2M bootstrap
server certificate, if one exists on client, is not expected to expire due to such
a scenario being likely too hard for clients to handle appropriately.

5.4.5 LwM2M server roles

Differentiating LwM2M bootstrap servers and LwM2M servers allows for
standard level separation of concerns on LwM2M deployments. Figure 5.1
visualizes the LwM2M client and server roles, and the interfaces between
them. Bootstrap servers have a more limited set of features and responsibili-
ties in the LwM2M architecture than non-bootstrap servers. Therefore, they
do not require powerful deployment platforms.

Figure 5.1: LwM2M client and server roles and interfaces

On the other hand, the communication between bootstrap servers and
clients includes security materials, possibly transferred over a channel estab-
lished using weaker credentials than the transferred material to be used for
more secure LwM2M server connections later is. The credentials used can
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also be ones reused in multiple clients, such as pre-shared secrets deployed
at device manufacturing time.

A secure network between the clients and bootstrap servers in these sce-
narios can be beneficial as local, isolated networks are easier to secure than
public wide area ones. Taking advantage of such local networks could necessi-
tate deployment of larger numbers of bootstrap servers than setups operating
over public networks. The larger the number of deployments is, the greater
are the total cost savings from per-unit bootstrap server costs if they can be
set up on cheaper platforms with less computing power.

5.4.6 Leshan servers

The demonstration LwM2M server and bootstrap server included with Le-
shan allow unrestricted access to their REST APIs without any authenti-
cation, authorization, or access levels. Thus, all provisioned bootstrap and
server connection information for all clients are available to anyone with ac-
cess to it. This includes pre-shared secrets shown in cleartext. Similarly,
all supported LwM2M operations on clients are exposed through the REST
API, including reading and writing possibly confidential data, and execut-
ing actions such as factory reset and firmware updates. Effectively, even
though the LwM2M client may have established mutually authenticated and
encrypted sessions with the LwM2M servers, the open REST API access lets
anyone with access to it to act on the clients in any way the servers could,
possibly over an unencrypted HTTP channel.

As the HTTP channel used for the REST APIs is separate from the CoAP
ones used between LwM2M connection parties for LwM2M traffic, access to
them can be limited using firewalls to be open from dedicated administration
or control networks only. Generic HTTP authentication methods such as Ba-
sic authentication specified by Reschke (2015) in RFC 7617 can be added on
top of the REST APIs, for example, by configuring an intermediate HTTP
proxy server. However, doing this will require changes to the demonstration
server web user interface code which operates on top of the REST API, as it
has no built in support for any authentication methods. Other clients access-
ing the REST API need support for these authentication methods as well.
An intermediate HTTPS proxy in front of the REST API can also be used
to encrypt the HTTP traffic, and to make use of HTTPS client certificates
for authentication. Similar considerations as with the Basic authentication
proxying applies also here. It is, however, more likely that the web user in-
terface code and the REST API consumers would not need any changes in
these setups, assuming they are being accessed by web browsers and clients
with transparent HTTPS support.
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The demonstration server web user interface and REST API have different
base URLs, /#/ and /api/, which makes it possible to apply different access
restrictions to them. For the web user interface to work, the web browser
accessing it must also have access to the REST API.

The default security check implementation in the Leshan LwM2M server
allows all LwM2M clients that do not have endpoint specific security settings
configured in the server to register using the unsecured CoAP port and NoSec
mode. As the NoSec mode is the only credential mode operating on the
unencrypted CoAP channel, a firewall can be used to restrict access to it if
this behavior is not desirable. Doing so will not affect the DTLS secured
CoAP traffic as it runs on a separate port. The DTLS secured traffic will
always require use of credentials that must be preprovisioned on the servers or
a trust relationship with an X.509 certification authority issuing the endpoint
certificates, therefore effectively eliminating unauthenticated access.

Leshan’s implementation and internal assumption of pre-shared secret
credentials is an one to one mapping between pre-shared secret identities
and endpoints. An endpoint may have at most one pre-shared secret, and a
pre-shared secret is always in use in exactly one endpoint configuration. The
previously discussed possibility for fallback configuration for LwM2M clients
based on endpoint name matching is not implemented at time of writing. A
group of manifestations of the previously discussed possible problems with
the separation of endpoint and pre-shared secret identities were found during
the thesis work.

First, while the default in-memory security store did assert uniqueness
of pre-shared secret identities when provisioning endpoint credentials, the
Redis based implementation did not. As long as the pre-shared secret as-
sociated with a pre-shared secret identity was the same across all uses of
it, no problems ensued. But provisioning different pre-shared secrets using
the same identity yielded undefined results, in which DTLS communication
would start to fail for some of the clients as the secret associated by the
Leshan server for an identity might not match the client’s view of it. This
particular issue was fixed as part of the thesis integration work, but a sim-
ilar issue still persists at time of writing with the Leshan bootstrap server
security store implementation1.

Another issue originating from the identity distinction concerned the pro-
visioning of new pre-shared secrets for previously existing endpoints. When
a new pre-shared secret with a new, unique identity name was configured
for an endpoint that already had a set of credentials associated with it, the
new pre-shared secret and its identity were correctly associated with the end-

1https://github.com/eclipse/leshan/issues/322

https://github.com/eclipse/leshan/issues/322
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point, but the old identity and secret was left behind. The result was that
the server contained a pre-shared secret and identity that could still be used
to successfully initiate a DTLS session, but that could not be used to au-
thenticate endpoints on LwM2M protocol level. This “ghost” identity also
prevented provisioning of endpoints with pre-shared secrets using its name,
effectively leaving the identity name reserved until manually removed from
the backend data store of the security store in use. It would not be shown
in the demonstration server’s web user interface, nor there was an API in
Leshan that could have been used to remove it programmatically. The issue
was present in both the in-memory and Redis security store implementations,
and was fixed as part of the thesis integration work.

The Leshan bootstrap server does support bootstrap sequences with un-
known endpoints. This is in line with the LwM2M specification’s requirement
for mutual authentication between communication parties. However, such a
mechanism using a fallback configuration for unrecognized endpoints would
be useful, for example, in deployments using the NoSec mode, avoiding the
need to make the bootstrap server aware of an endpoint name. The endpoint
name alone is not an appropriate alternative for any of the actual credential
modes.

5.5 Communication patterns

The examination of LwM2M request and response sizes for the detailed de-
vice view done in the existing DM system integration shows, that the term
“lightweight” in LwM2M is justified as far as request and response sizes are
concerned. However, for an application like the one constructed in the thesis
work (i.e., one that does not embed special purpose knowledge about devices
or use only specific objects and resources but wants to have access to all of
them) the number of roundtrips required for fetching all desired information
is quite large. Device level read and observe functionality would provide a
way to address this in future protocol versions.

In the meantime, implementing single device data aggregation towards an
LwM2M server in an LwM2M proxy would decrease the number of protocol
exchanges an LwM2M server would be required to participate in. Or, in the
context of the thesis work, Leshan could aggregate it towards the existing
DM system. This would be an approach similar to the one proposed by
Robles et al. (2016) for management of multiple LwM2M devices as a group,
applied to data within single devices.
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5.6 Networking

While TCP has been the dominant protocol on the internet, UDP traffic vol-
umes have increased and the the ratio of UDP versus TCP packets and flows
has changed in UDP’s favor. Zhang et al. (2009) observe this phenomenon on
internet backbone links, and attribute the effect to the increase in IPTV and
P2P applications. More UDP traffic on the backbone links is an indicator
about the protocol’s increasing popularity. It is likely that firewall configu-
rations that have previously prevented UDP from working have become less
common, and that more cloud providers have started to support UDP.

As UDP gains even more popularity, it is likely that these issues will
continue to become even less of a concern. UDP’s suitability to IoT and
M2M applications and protocols, including CoAP and LwM2M, is also likely
to contribute to the rise of UDP traffic volumes and its prominence on the
internet. If the expected numbers of IoT devices to be deployed in near future
years hold, UDP can be expected to gain on TCP in popularity even faster
than it has done before this new wave of IoT related protocols had started
to become more commonplace.

In absence of TCP style reliability in the transport protocol, LwM2M
implements reliability on top of UDP by using CoAP’s message acknowl-
edgement mechanism. All LwM2M CoAP messages except notifications for
observations are defined as confirmable. Confirmable messages require an ac-
knowledgement of the message’s reception from the receiving party, whereas
non-confirmable ones do not. This mechanism makes communication part-
ners aware of whether their messages have been received or not, and whether
they may have to be retransmitted.

The success of IoT, CoAP, and LwM2M is not, however, bound to UDP’s
popularity, real world operational behavior and applicability, or expected
improvements. Research and development on making CoAP work on top
of reliable and more firewall friendly transports is underway. These devel-
opments also make CoAP better suited for transferring larger amounts of
data than what it is currently efficiently usable for over UDP, despite mech-
anisms such as blockwise transfers (Bormann and Shelby, 2016) available to
address this shortcoming. An example of an exchange requiring relatively
large packages to transfer are LwM2M firmware updates.

Bormann et al. (2017) specify the operation of CoAP over TCP, TLS,
and WebSockets. They note in particular the need for LwM2M to become
better integratable in enterprise deployments, and to be more resilient to
intermediate network components whose UDP support might not be on the
level required by CoAP and IoT usage. Because WebSockets traffic operates
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over HTTP TCP ports, it is a particularly potential choice for an unimpeded
IoT transport protocol without need for additional firewall configurations. It
is highly likely that CoAP over TCP and TLS will be adopted in a future
version of LwM2M.

HTTP/2 is an update to the web’s ubiquitous building block, the Hy-
perText Transfer Protocol. It is a proposed standard from IETF (Belshe
et al., 2015), and contains a number of updates making the protocol better
suitable for use in constrained devices than previous HTTP versions. While
using HTTP/2 as transport for IoT protocols could be seen as a solution
for the issues noted with CoAP and UDP, Bormann et al. (2017) note that
existing CoAP implementations in current applications and platforms would
be better taken advantage of through a variation of CoAP using a reliable
transport. It would likely be more cost efficient and faster to migrate them to
such a CoAP variation than to re-implement their functionality in HTTP/2.
Thus, such an approach has potential for better adoption through better
protection of existing investments and faster time to market. Additionally,
there is currently more existing development infrastructure and supporting
software available for constrained devices for CoAP than HTTP/2.

Silverajan and Ocak (2016) specify a mechanism through which commu-
nicating CoAP implementations can discover and agree upon switching to
alternate available transport implementations. Adopting and implementing
this kind of an exchange is one way for an existing CoAP implementation to
gain support for additional transports and protocols.

5.7 Object versioning

An interesting occurrence related to LwM2M object versioning was observed
during the thesis work. The definition of the Location object changed in
backwards incompatible manner between the last pre-1.0 candidate version
of the LwM2M specification released in April 2016 and the final approved 1.0
version in February 2017. The backwards incompatible modifications done
included changing the data type of the latitude, longitude, and altitude re-
sources, and changing the resource id 3 to mean radius instead of uncertainty,
as well as changing its data type.

The data type for latitude, longitude, and altitude was defined as string
in the last candidate version, but was changed to floating point number in
the final approved 1.0 version. In late March 2017, almost two months after
the the release of the final approved version of the specification, the Anjay
implementation of these resources was up to date with the final approved
version, treating them as floating point numbers, but the Wakaama and
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Leshan implementations were still using them as strings. The first symptom
observed about this was that when the Anjay test client sent these values
in the thesis work environment, the receiving Leshan demonstration server
showed corrupted string values for them, and relayed the corrupted values
through its REST API. The values sent by the Wakaama test client were
shown and relayed correctly by Leshan, because the Wakaama client was
sending them as strings according to the earlier candidate version of the
specification.

This particular issue is relatively benign as far as LwM2M clients and
servers are concerned. Decoding serialized floating point numbers as strings
can be successfully performed in the sense that the decoding will not neces-
sarily cause exceptions. But the result of the decoding is undefined, and the
produced string does not meaningfully represent the original floating point
number. The issue became more serious when the corrupted string values
from the Leshan REST API were received by the existing DM system. The
implementation at that point did not do any validation of these values it
received, but instead stored them directly in its data store. When the user
interface frontend retrieved the values from the data store and attempted to
convert them to floating point numbers in order to be able to include them in
the map view data set, exceptions occurred due to conversion errors. These
values had to be corrected manually in the data store. Additionally, vali-
dation for these values received from Leshan’s REST API were put in place
before storing them in the data store, in order to prevent this issue from
happening again.

The object versioning mechanism in LwM2M is designed to prevent issues
like this one from occurring when object definitions evolve. However, version
1.0 of the specification also defines version 1.0 to be the initial version, so
there is no specified version identifier that the pre-1.0 implementations could
have used to indicate their interpretation of the Location object. Further,
objects that are defined within a version of the LwM2M specification are
tightly bound with that version of the specification, and there is no versioning
available for them. To make the issue even more significant, specifying version
1.0 for objects by clients in their object link lists is made optional by the
LwM2M 1.0 specification.

The effect of this occurrence is that software developed against a pre-1.0
version of the specification must be updated to use the definitions in the ap-
proved 1.0 final version for specification conformance and for interoperability
with other 1.0 implementations. For Leshan and Wakaama, this was done
as part of the thesis work. Making these modifications will, however, make
them incompatible with implementations following the pre-1.0 definitions,
and there is no official, good way to indicate this on the protocol level. Up-
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dated implementations may have to adopt heuristics if they wish to remain
compatible with earlier ones, such as examining data types and behaving
accordingly.

These heuristics may be fragile as there may not be reliable information
available about the data type of a value in the protocol, especially in cases
using the binary TLV data format. Despite of having “Type” in its name,
proper decoding of a value expressed in the TLV data format requires knowl-
edge of the expected data type for the value. This information is available in
the LwM2M object and resource registry, and not conveyed within the pro-
tocol exchange in TLV format, nor is it conveyed in the object link attributes
sent by LwM2M clients. If the JSON data format is used instead of TLV, the
issue is easier to recover reliably from. Strings and floating point numbers
are serialized differently in JSON, and can be recognized and differentiated
by standard JSON parsers. However, unlike TLV, support for the JSON data
format for resource information is optional for LwM2M clients and cannot
thus be relied upon to be available in all cases.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

This thesis set out to examine the status of IoT device management, and in
particular the newly finalized LwM2M specification from OMA. The work
consisted of assessing the state and maturity of LwM2M, and its readiness
and challenges related to practical production deployment. For hands-on ex-
perience, a concrete integration project was implemented, where an existing
commercial, production level DM system was improved by adding LwM2M
management capabilities to it.

This chapter concludes the thesis by addressing the research questions
set for it in section 1.1 in the next two sections, followed by a summary of
suggested future work.

6.1 LwM2M deployability

6.1.1 Deployability status

LwM2M’s placement and timing in the IoT M2M ecosystem is found to be
appropriate. It is a featureful standard with authorship, contributions and
wide acceptance across prominent vendors and standards defining organi-
zations. It addresses multiple demands recently set by researchers and the
industry, such as secure device configuration, firmware updates, shared rep-
resentation of resources, and transfer of application data. Introduction and
acceptance of a standard at relatively early stages of ecosystem development
prevents fragmentation and thus fosters interoperability.

Being built on standard internet technologies and proven security ap-
proaches and technologies, LwM2M is deployable over the real world, public
internet. It is not limited to just using internet technologies in closed intranet
islands.

61
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Security is crucial for M2M’s and IoT’s management and sustainability,
and is implemented the LwM2M specification throughout. LwM2M requires
communication parties to authenticate and exchange information securely.
It provides multiple credential modes, enabling differing security levels for a
range of deployments with varying requirements. This makes it applicable
to a multitude of scenarios. Its deployment is feasible over public untrusted
networks with strict security and related management requirements at end-
points. It also keeps bar on entry to development and experimentation fairly
low, and facilitates standards compliant deployment in ones where external
security mechanisms are in place as a full or partial alternative to the ones
specified in the LwM2M specification.

By providing rich, extensible, and generic protocol and object models,
LwM2M allows for featureful, future proof implementations. Sophisticated
applications and services can be built without embedding device specific
knowledge or logic.

Multiple open source and commercial implementations of LwM2M servers
and clients exist, and they are under active development and maturing. Few
problems were met with the Eclipse Leshan implementation used extensively
in this thesis project. Community around the implementations used with
the projects and the LwM2M specification was found to be active, enthusi-
astic, competent and responsive, yet fairly small but growing. Bug reports,
improvement suggestions and implementations were well received, discussed,
and applied with minimal delay where available.

6.1.2 Deployability challenges

Because the final approved version of LwM2M is so recent, and backwards
incompatible changes have been made in the final standard development
phases, early LwM2M deployments should be prepared with measures to
handle object definition incompatibilities. LwM2M’s object versioning does
not provide means to detect or address these particular issues, so they need
special attention. As time passes and implementations in the ecosystem as
a whole are gradually updated to the final accepted version of the specifi-
cation, the importance of these precautions will decrease. In the meantime,
implementations should ensure they are up to date with the final version
1.0 of the specification, and prepare for protocol exchanges with LwM2M
communication parties using an older version.

Being principally operated over UDP, CoAP and LwM2M are subject
to issues related to reliability, firewall and gateway configurations including
NAT considerations, and service and platform provider UDP support. Re-
search data shows that UDP is already gaining on TCP in traffic volumes,
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issues are diminishing already, and future directions including CoAP and
LwM2M likely adopting a TCP transport will make connectivity even less of
a problem.

6.2 LwM2M integration today

To assess LwM2M’s integration with today’s existing DM solutions, this
work implements integration of LwM2M to an existing, production grade
DM system. LwM2M offers features and functionality that are similar in
nature to the already implemented proprietary management features in it,
and the communication model fits fairly well with its existing architecture as
well. The implementation is created by using the Eclipse Leshan framework,
demonstration servers, and the REST API they offer in proxy like fashion
between LwM2M devices and the existing DM system. The existing DM’s
core functionality could be reused to a great extent, and the number of new
dependencies introduced to it is small. The integration work implements the
planned LwM2M support groundwork it was planned to provide, and meets
and exceeds the specific integration feature goals set for it.

6.3 Future work

While the basic building blocks for LwM2M deployments and implementa-
tions are in place, areas that could be improved were found during the thesis
work.

Development of generic applications and services could be further facili-
tated by having the protocol transfer more semantic data about objects and
resources in general. This would decrease the dependency on the central
LwM2M object and resource registry, from which application and service
developers need information as of LwM2M 1.0.

Similarly, in addition to general object and resource metadata, the pro-
tocol could be improved to transfer more device specific metadata in its mes-
sages. Preemptively informing servers about devices’ support or non-support
for optional resources, resource value ranges, and operations would decrease
the need for separate discovery operations.

To provide means for more effective implementations wishing to access
all available data on devices, LwM2M could be enhanced allow device level
reads and observations. As of LwM2M 1.0, the most coarse grained level of
access available for these operations is object level. Applications thus need
to invoke multiple read operations and set up multiple observations, if they
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access information defined in multiple objects.
If these improvements were in place, future development of the LwM2M

integration in this thesis could take advantage of them and the implementa-
tion be made more efficient and performant. Nevertheless, there are possibil-
ities to improve the current implementation with the specification and third
party software as they are at time of writing. Suggested future work with-
out external dependencies includes migrating the implementation to a fully
clustered, non-demonstration instance of Leshan, use of modern web tech-
nologies for improved real time visualization of device state and data in the
management user interface, and user experience improvements through use
of information obtained from more extensive discovery of device resources.
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Appendix A

Open source contributions

A.1 Eclipse Leshan

• Lack of support for reusable resource definitions in the LwM2M registry
was discovered, reported, and discussed.

• Issues with running the integration test suite was reported and dis-
cussed.

• An issue related to missing uniqueness enforcement of pre-shared secret
identities assumed by the demonstration bootstrap server implementa-
tion was discovered and reported.

• JSON serialization of LwM2M discover responses was fixed.

• Basic support for the bootstrap server account timeout value was im-
plemented.

• The in-memory and Redis security stores were fixed to clean up pre-
vious pre-shared key identities when changing one for an existing end-
point.

• The Redis security store was fixed to check pre-shared key identity
uniqueness on add.

• Additional input validation for raw public key material was imple-
mented in the demonstration LwM2M Bootstrap Server.

• Support for configuring LwM2M Server X.509 credentials in the demon-
stration LwM2M Bootstrap Server was implemented.
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• Support for X.509 authentication in the demonstration LwM2M Server
was implemented.

• Demonstration server object models were updated.

• Demonstration client data set was improved.

• Serializing resources of the Location object in the demo client was up-
dated to be in line with the 1.0 approved version of the LwM2M spec-
ification.

• A tool to generate internal JSON representation of the LwM2M object
registry from the official LwM2M DDF files was created.

• Discover support was implemented in the demo server REST API.

• Support for object level observe was added in the demo server REST
API.

• Canceling observations was fixed when the Redis registration store was
in use.

• Demo bootstrap server’s configuration verification messages were fixed
for raw public key and X.509 modes.

• The bootstrap demo server user interface was fixed to properly show
hex encoded byte values.

• Various Java and JavaScript code cleanups were made.

• Spelling errors were corrected in code comments, program output, and
documentation.

• Javadoc syntax errors were fixed.

• Problems setting up mock raw public key and X.509 test servers within
the integration test suite were fixed.

A.2 Eclipse Californium

• Various code cleanups were made.

• Spelling fixes were made to documentation, code comments, and pro-
gram output.
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A.3 Eclipse Wakaama

• Handling of the Location object in the example lwm2mclient was up-
dated to be in line with the 1.0 approved version of the LwM2M spec-
ification.

• The Wakaama example lwm2mclient was fixed not to try cleaning up
nonexistent bootstrap objects. This avoids a segmentation fault at
client startup.

• The Wakaama DTLS build instructions were updated.

• Various code cleanups were made.

• Spelling fixes were made to documentation, code comments, and pro-
gram output.

A.4 Awa LightweightM2M

• Python deprecation fixes were made.

• Spelling fixes were made to code comments, documentation, and pro-
gram output.

A.5 AVSystem Anjay

• Java keystore generation during build was fixed.

• Build fixes were made.

• Test suite improvements were made.

• Spelling fixes were made to code comments and documentation.

A.6 ARM mbed Client

• Spelling fixes were made to code comments, documentation, and pro-
gram output. Submitted, but not merged yet as of May 8, 2017.
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A.7 Python SSE Client

• The client was fixed to properly accept CRLF and CR as end of line
characters in addition to LF’s.

• Event parsing performance improvements were made.

A.8 OMA LwM2M Object and Resource Reg-

istry

• URL to the 3-Phase Power Meter XML DDF file was fixed.
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